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OHAHEB I

llfBOBUGTl©!

lor thousaiids of years man has used -rarious suhstanees 
to reduce the strata of adjustment to his environment, hut 
only a few, when used repeatedly, produce the chronic intox
ication which is detrimental "both to the user and to societyc 
When the compulsion toward the repeated use of the substance 
becomes so great that the obtaining.and use of it become the,
most important activities in the life of the 'individual, then

i .we may say that addiction is present0 /
While many substances might be included as having addict

ing producing properties, the drug par excellence as regards 
supply and popularity is opium and its derivatives. It is the 
drug that weaves its thread through history, literature, 
materia aediea, and addiction. More attention will therefore
be.given.this drug in this paper than others which lead' to ad- 2
diction.

By common usage the generic term of "narcotics" has been

1. lor more detailed exposition ef. p. 5, post, section , 
on Etiology of Addiction.. - '

2. The Federal Bureau of narcotics entitles its yearly 
report of activities Traffic in Qpium .and Other Dangerous 
Drugs; cf. Bibliography, post.
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employed for these substances even though some of "them? when
taken In small dosesmay prodaee effeets of exhilaration.

.instead of depression; and the terms "narcotics" and "narcotic
traffic" when employed in the Waited States cover the entire

3range of addictive drugs»

Statement of the Problem ''

. The adult who becomes a narcotic addict is a"factor in 
social disorganization both as an individual and as a member 
of a - group when in ..social. interaction 0 Yet the adult might 
have made some positive contribution to society before he be
came an addict, either economically, genetically, or through • 
some other socially acceptable means„

' What of the minor who some day will arrive at man’s 
estate? It is of course trite but true to say that youth is 
the hope of the futureo When those who must take up the work 
of transmitting the culture become incapable of doing so be
cause the.satisfaction of their compulsive desire for nar
cotics has become their prime pre-occupation, then society 
understandably should be concerned with the phenomenon of 
youthful addictiono

; The problem has been a matter of much controversy with 
respect to causality and remedial measures. It is hoped that

3« The U,So Government’s compilation of laws covering 
all types of addictive substances Is called Opium and Narcotic 
Laws; of*. Appendix B, post and p» 9, post, section on. Types' and 
Iffeets of Addictive Drugs,
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this paper will help provide us with hoth a better■knowledge 
of effective eauses and a more objective attitude with refer
ence to remedial measures.

Method of Treatment
- i-

. Since the dominant statistical determinant of addiction
4is not personal inclination but availability of drugs, we 

are presented here with a variable not present in the consid
eration of the more conventional causations of youthful de
linquency, iveo, substances which have to be cultivated, 
manipulated, and traded in, and consequent organized efforts 
of adults in the performance of these tasksc These efforts 
help both to create and to perpetuate youthful narcotic addie 
tion. Therefore, in order to present a more comprehensive re 
view of the supporting data,.it has been deemed advisable.to 
go into some detail with reference to narcotic drugs, the his 
torical aspects, and the traffic therein.

The term ??youthful” instead of ?$ juvenile” has been em
ployed in this paper for the purpose of offering a sharper de 
mareation between adults and minors, and as employed herein
will indicate individuals under twenty-one years of age. The

•5Uniform Grime Reports of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and the frequent reports and testimony of Sommissioner Harry

4= Alfred R» lindesmith, Opiate Addiction (Bloomington, 
Indoi Prineipia Press, 1947), P= 203,

5« See Bibliography. .



Je Anslinger of the Federal Btarean of Mareotios eonsistently
refer statistically to addicts as being tinder or over twenty-

6 .

one years of age,
The research has revealed a paucity of scientific data 

on the problem as related to the discrete aspect of youthful 
addiction to nareoticso Allusion to a possible reason for 
this situation is made in Chapter IT where the United States 
Senate is given credit for helping to bring this phenomenon 
to wide public noticea Consequently a great deal of data, 
aside from the subject of narcotics addiction in general, has 
been obtained from records of Senate investigations, public 
documents, records and publications of special committees in 
various "cities, and correspondence and conversation with law 
enforcement officials.

6, See statement given to the Senate Special Committee 
to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce as re
ported in ’’Extension, of Remarks of Hon, Samuel .W, Horty* 
appearing in the Congressional Record of March 23, 1953®



CHAFEBE-II

BTAEOOTIGS AMD ADDIOTIOH.

Etiology of Addiction

Addiction or a compulsive desire for an inordinate par
ticipation in a drug das keen stated as having the psycho
logical factor as' an efficient cause. It is interconnected 
with the increase of the tolerance; through the somatic"de
ficiency symptoms it eompells the individual to take the 

1
toxin again = Hesse claims it is a process typical of human 
beings which cannot be analyzed through experiments with ani
mals.

Lindesmith in his comprehensive sociological study of 
3 . . • ■addiction cites two aspects of addiction which, distinguish

it from non-addiction and'from habituation 0 Hirst, the ad
dict desires the drug continuously, intensely, and consistent
ly. Second, the craving, once established, becomes indepen
dent of the physiological conditions of tolerance and

1. Erich Hesse, Hare©tics and Drug Addiction (Btew Yorks 
Philosophical Library,”T94^}, p. 53 o

■2o hoc. cit.
3. . Alfred B. Lindesmith, Opiate Addiction (Bloomington, 

Ind. s Principia Press, 1 % 7 ), pp. 44-45% ™
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withdrawal' distress and predisposes the individual to return, ■
to the drag ©Ten after a lapse of years, fhns "the desire for

.........' . ' " 4the. drug has heeoae an independent psychologies! complex."
•However, .many"who have studied addiction, while stating 

that much more than the purely physiological is involved, neg
lect to include the social aspects of the problem as predis- 

5posing factors.
Lindesmith, in differentiating between habituation and 

addiction, states that addiction cannot in most eases be ap
plied to persons to whom opiates may be administered for a
pain or sickness and, not knowing what it is, do not become 6
addicted. The addict of necessity organizes his entire life 
around the need for the drug. This preoccupation with the 
narcotic and slavish dependence upon it are incomprehensible
both to the patient who is only habituated-and to the neo—

.7 • ' 'phyte. . . ,,
Dr. Wilson, who says there "are several degrees ©f addle- 
8 . "" " ; . 

tion, probably could have employed the term "habituation"
when he stated:

4. Log, cit.
5» Ibid., p. 176.
8. Ibid., p. £$-4°
7» Ibid.„ p. 55o
8. Donald P.- Wilson, - My Six Convicts (Hew York: Rine

hart and Co., 1951)?Po 334?
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: Some persons have used drugs for years and 
have not attained a state where they have proven 
to be a detriment either to themselves or to so
ciety, • Such persons have held their dosage to a 
minimum for months or years and have been.of no 
more worry to the psychologist or to society than 
the citizen who must have his highball or evening 
cocktail, or the individual who is not fit to live 
with until he has had his morning cup of coffee9$
With less emphasis on efficient cause and more emphasis 

on the effects on society, Dr» Harris Isbell of the United 
States Public Health Service defines addiction as a condition 
-in which a person.compulsively abuses a drug to such an ex
tent that the individual, society,, or both are harmed. He 
states that the W,8. Public Health Service is not particularly 
concerned with addiction because addicts become ill when their
drugs are withdrawn., but because the addict may add another

10
person to the roster of those having the disease.

Dr, Isbell also testified before a Senate committee that
^Drug,addiction is a matter of personalities more than drugs,11 ■

Emotionally stable persons seldom become a d d i c t e d , O n  
another occasion he has stated that RThe cause of addiction is 
net drugs, but. human'weakness. Addiction is usually.a symptom 
of personality maladjustment rather than a desire in Its own

9« hoc, eii«
10, Harris Isbell, Public Health Service Publication 

go, 2k (Washington; Govt, Printing Office, 1951), p, 2,
11, Hearings before the Special Committee to Investi

gate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce, Part 14, Bar-
, cotTcs; 82nd Cong,, 1st Bess, [Washington: Govt, Printing 

Office, 1951), Po 115=
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rigMt e ?f ■
Others also share the view that the addict is a psycho

pathic personality, "but one can ask with 1 indesmith if it is 
probable that the percentage of psychopaths in the general
population who do not become addicts may exceed that among 

13addicts a
The differences of opinion which are encountered in the

research of the etiology of narcotic addiction are further
substantiation of the interaction between the social, eul~

14tmral, and psychological, processes in any society6 The con
troversy- as to' where the greater emphasis should be placed 
might,be put in sharper focus if we consider that without the 
presence of narcotics there would be no narcotic addiction®
If we agree with Dr® Hesse when he- says wWe can not deprive . 
man of every stimulant .unless we give him a suitable substi-V 15
tute,tf we nay also conclude that the physically and social
ly disorganizing effects vary with the substance to which one . l6 —  —
is addicted® It may consequently be understandable why more 
concern is felt as regards, addiction to narcotics than to the

• • i

situation that some individuals "may not be fit to live with

12® Harris Isbell, op® cit®, p® 2®
13o Alfred R« Lindesmith, op® cit®, p® 145®
14o For more detailed discussion, see p®10A® post, 

section on Indicated Area for Further Research®
15o Irich Hesse9 op, cit®, p® 185®
16® Of® p® f, post. Types and Effects of Addictive 

Drugs® -
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mmti 1, they: haTe had their aoraing eiip ©f eeffee»w
. . In any disemssion of the etiology of addiction it might
he pertinent to consider that yonthfnl addiction presents us
with one factor not present in any causal consideration of
adult addiction* This is the factor of immaturity, both
physical and social * Since no stable personality has been
established and no emotional maturity has been achieved,
youth is more apt to be influenced by the false glamor of a

17
forbidden fruit under the proper circumstances0 4

" ■ Types and Effects of Addictive Drugs

The dictionary defines a narcotic as a substance which
in medicinal doses allays morbid susceptibility, relieving,
pain and producing sleep* In poisonous doses it produces

' .' " 18 
stupor, coma, convulsion and, in larger doses, death,

,0oiffi'flon terminology has divided drugs of the addictive 
types, into two general groups: stimulants and depressants*
The stimulants tend to excite the nervous system and keep the 
user awake* Depressants produce drowsiness and sleep* Al
though stimulants do,not meet all the technical definitions 
of narcotics, they are .generally included, because of their ' 
addiction-producing properties, under the general heading of 
narcotics *

17= Donald P* Wilson, op*- oit*, p. 334»
' 18* Hew Standard Dictionary of the English Language 

{Hew York: Funk and Wagnalls , • 1951J7
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Individuals Bay "besome addicted to a wide variety of sub
stances «■ In addition to the more popular substances of 
opium and its alkaloids and derivatives, coca leaves and co
caine, and Indian hemp (marihuana, hashish), Dr, Hesse lists 
such other addiction-producing substances as mate, cola,
betel nut, alcohol, tobacco, tea, and coffee. There even

19exist addicts of the poison arsenic* Haile all oases of 
over-indulgence may be. deleterious to health and to society, 
there is present a heirarehy of pernicious effects between 
the substances which are socially approved in our society 
(1.00,, coffee, alcohol) and those which are proscribed by 
legal"and social sanctions such as opium and its derivatives, 
cocaine, and Indian hemp, which addictive substances will be 
discussed below, . . .

Opium: This substance Is one of the oldest and most valu-
able In the materia mediea of the world. If it and its deriv
ative, morphine, were to be removed from, the list of thera
peutic remedies it. would be difficult to find an equally20 ' .. 

efficient narcotic or sedative, \
Haw opium is the primary product of the poppy plant. It

is obtained from the spontaneously coagulated juice or gum ob
tained by slitting or lancing the unripe seed pods or capsules21
at the base of the blossom. This Is the ordinary opium of

19, Erich Hesse, oĵ, oit,, p, 18.5,
20, Nathan Allen, The Opium Trade (Lowell, Mass,: James 

P, Walker, 1853), p, 30,
21, John P, G-avitt'Opiura (New York: Brentano’s, 1927), 

pp, 30=33o
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commerce and as such is exported in Mlk from the producing
countrieso From this primary material are made both the
prepared opium for smoking and the opium derivatives;
medicinal opium, morphine, and heroin* Haw opium rolled into
pellets is eaten or, when dissolved in liquids, is drunk by
many of the people in the Hear last and India, In the latter
country it very frequently is given to infants as a soothing 22
agent *

fhe poppy plant has uses other than, being a source of 
opium. In Turkey the oil from the seed is used by the peas
ants in lamps, in food, and as an ingredient in the manufae- 

23
ture of soap.

It is the presence of morphia in opium which accounts for
its addictive, narcotic, or medicinal properties, J.s opium
is progressively refined (see below), the remaining product
■ contains a larger percentage of morphia in relation to its
total bulk because of the removal of much of the products
having little morphia content,

Prepared opium is the term applied to raw opium which
has been subjected to relatively simple processes of cooking
and fermentation, This is the opium which is used exclusive- 

2k
■ ly for smoking o , .

22, hoc, eit,;
23« Loc, cit*
24» Poe * cit.
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EorpMne is an alkaloid of opium0 Morphine is roughly
four to six times stronger than opium; one-quarter grain of
morphine has the properties of from one to one and-a half 

'■ 26grains of opium0
Heroin {diaeetylmorphine) is morphine which has been

treated with.aeetie acid. Heroin was at one 'time hailed as. a
cure for morphinism, hut it was found later to possess even

2?more of an addietive-produeing quality than morphine» The
Hnoyel.Qpedia Britanni-oa states that heroin makes - addicts

28,29.quickly and its effect is practically instantaneous.
Effects of addiction to opium and its derivatives-- 

All forms of opium are anodynes and consequently depressantso 
It is quite probable that every reader of this paper at one

25= An alkaloid is an organic basic substance occurring 
naturally in plants and animals. Examples: nicotine, quinine,
and caffeine which are alkaloids of the tobacco plant, cin
chona tree, and coffee plant, respectively« The American 
Medical Dictionary (Philadelphia: V.B. Saunders Go», 1951), 22nd 
edition, . -

' The effectiveness of an alkaloid is therefore great- 
er because it represents a concentration. The alkaloid nico
tine, which is between 4 and 5 per cent of tobacco, is highly 
poisonouso The Encyclopedia Britannica (Hew York; Encyclopedia 
Britanniea Corp., 1951 edition)", &7l', 430.

26. Arthur Woods, Dangerous Drugs; The World light 
Against the Illicit Traffic in farootics "[Hew Haven; Yale Uni
versity Press, 1931)» p. 10.

27. Ibid., p. 13.
28,. Encyclopedia BritanniGa, ZI, 515 =
29= Thet,importation and/or manufacture of heroin in the 

United States has been outlawed since 1924 with the passage of 
Public haw Mo. 274, 68th Congress, approved June 7, 1924.
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time or another has had administered to him, knowingly, or un
knowing ly$ a morphia, containing drug to lessen pain and in
duce a state of quietude®

It logically follows that in order to obtain the greatest 
"benefit" from the narcotic$ it would be advisable to intro
duce it into the body in as concentrated a form as possible® 
Since the effect produced is in direct proportion to the mor
phia content of the: substances the state of euphoria.,.is 
heightened in an ascending order as one indulges in (1) opium 
eating, (2) opium smoking, (3) vein injections of morphine, 
and (4) vein injections or sniffing of heroin®

Writing in 13.53 before morphine, the alkaloid of opium,
■ . 30 ;. .had coma into general use, Dr® Allen stated: ■

Opium smoking is much more' injurious than opium 
eating because in opium eating its influence is 
diminished to an extent by the contents in the 
stomach of other substances and the additional fac
tor of no impediiient to the oxygen reaching the 
lungs®

Opium smoking is usually engaged in by taking 
very long whiffs, expanding the lungs to their ut
most capacity and hastening the eommunication of 
the influence of the drug to all air cells®31»32
Opium, either raw or prepared, is little used by Amer

ican addicts, but there is a good sized/ illicit traffic in

30® Although,morphine was first isolated in 1303, it was 
hot reduced to the simple formula now in use until 1847® Thomas 
A® Henry, The Plant Alkaloids (Philadelphia: The Blakiston Co®, 
1949)j Po 213*

31® Wathan. Allen, op® cit ®, p® 33°
32® In the preparation of opium for smoking, many non- 

morphia substances are lost®



33its rain derivatives9 merpMne-and heroin. There are two 
practical considerations which might also be taken into con
sideration as affecting this sitmation. One is the bmlk of 
raw or prepared opium; the other is that because of the per
vasive, sweetly, siekish odor, smokers have to be careful

34where they indulge.
In general, the effect of opium and its derivatives on

the individual is to produce a languorous state varying .in
degree with the dosage. Most addicts who take opiates and
similar narcotics are content to just sit and dream, some
alone, others in groups.

Research done by a group of doctors on the use of heroin
by adolescents shows that Immediately after taking a slight
anxious state ensues, followed by a feeling of self-confidence
and of being at ease with the world. There also ensues a re-

35duction of.all drives, including the sexual. Dr. Wilson 
asserted that the person who is addicted to depressant nar
cotics is usually impotent and without sexual desire while 
under the drug, and that, avoidance of sex is one of the

33. Albert Peutsch, fflhat We Can Bo: about the Drug 
Menace,Public Affairs Pamphlet So® 1#6 (Sew York: Public 
Affairs Committee, September 195277 p* 7»

34. Maurice Helbrandt, Narcotic Agent (Sew York; Van
guard Press, 1941)> p. 26,

35. ‘ Paul Zimmerman et al«, tfHer©in Addiction in Ado
lescent Boys,t? Journal of Nervous and Medical Diseases,114:19 (July 195T7r”  _______
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psychological drives in addiction.

The following testimony3 given by a twenty-year-old 
girl in 1951 to the Senate committee investigating crime in 
interstate commerce, is a likely pattern. This is the testi- 
money given to Senator Herbert B. 0*donor of Maryland, then 
acting as chairman, who asked her about drug parties?

Witness? The"biggest party I went to was about 
thirty-some people.

Chairman? What would they do after they got there 
in addition to taking the hypos?

Witness; They would sit down and talk and play
records, different records and everything 
like that, probably eat something.

Chairman: Dance?
Witness; Shu 

■ Chairman: Why not?
. Witness: Because an addict does not go in for

dancing. ' .
Chairman: Tor what reasons?
Witness? I don't know. Just like me when I used 

to use it. I didn't care for dancing.
Addicts have different types of music.
They would sit down and listen to that 
music, but they would have no feeling to 
dance.

Chairmani Would they have any feeling of men going
for the women and women being with the men?

Witness? So, they had only the desire to sit and 
talk.3f

36= Donald P. Wilson, ©ju cit., p. 337» 
37= Albert Deutsoh, op. pit., p. 11.
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.fliere are effects of opiate addiction which are corre
lated with the period when the drug is not available„ These 
effects9 called withdrawal symptoms, are evidenced by the in- 
dividual when he is ‘‘suddenly and completely cut off from the 
drug. When treatment is given, usually when the patient is 
under local jurisdiction, which involves complete cutting off 
of the drug it is called the t?cold turkeyw treatment.

Withdrawal symptoms are evidenced by the following char
acteristics; After withdrawal for 24 hours there occur ex
cessive sweating and yawning, with running eyes and nose.
After 36 hours the pupils dilate, waves of goose flesh appear, 
muscles twitch uncontrollably, and severe cramps attack the 
back, le^s, and abdomen, followed by insomnia, diarrhea, and 
vomiting, Temperature rises, appetite is gone, and weight
loss in severe cases is five-or six pounds a day. The height

,of withdrawal symptoms is reached about 48 hours after the
last dose of the drug and remains at the peak for about 72 

: 38
hours, - ' ...

Medical officers of the ¥,S, Public Health Service state 
that withdrawal symptoms can be eliminated by treatment which 
consists of administering diminishing doses of the drug. With 
an average stay of six months of full therapy, depending on 
the degree of tolerance for the drug which the individual has 
developed, a cure can be affected. However, relapses are

38, Victor H, Vogel, ,T6ur Youth and Hareoties,f? Today’s 
Health, 29:24 (October 1951)«
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■■: . : ' ' .. • 39fairly {36 1/2 per oent), and. it is claimed that

these relapses*'in the main? are caused by the eured- indi
vidual’s' going back to the same environment which helped to

. . . 40
bring on addiction in the first place0

, As stated by Dr* labels "Physical dependence on nar
cotics is a self-limited condition* and if the patient stops
using narcotics he will eventually lose his physical, depen- •

41dence even if no, treatment is given."
It is not the purpose of this paper to go into any ex

tensive exposition of the medical treatment of addiction, but 
attention is directed to the inadequacy of any particularistic 
medical statement of a permanent cure„ An individual who is 
a recidivist may in one sense be considered a new addict, and 
the social environment as a factor complicates the efficacy 
of a cure. This Is indicated by the statement of the Public 
Health Service medical officers, referred to above, who 
claimed that the relapses in the main were caused by the 
cured individual's going back to his old environment.

Socainel The alkaloid cocaine is derived from the leaves 
of the coca shrub (not to be confused with cocoa, the product 
with the chocolate taste). The plant grows wild or is culti
vated, principally in Peru and Bolivia where it seems to have

39® It might' be reasonably assumed that many eases of 
relapse; are not brought to the attention of the- authorities.

40. Albert Dents oh, oj). cit., p. 25.
41. Harris.Isbell, op.. cit., p. 4®
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originatedo It also grows t© a aaeh lesser extent in parts
of Ceylon/ Java, and' the West Indies, to which pi aces the

43plant has been transplanted6 ;
Cocaine is a stimulant with exceptional power to speed

up physical responses = Small clinical doses will quicken '
44both muscular and mental processes. The addict either 

sniffs It through the nose or injects it into a muscle or 
vein with a hypodermic needle,. The effects are almost im- 
Mediate, Fatigue disappears, and the. user feels'strong and 
superior. She ecstasy lasts only a short time, then is fol
lowed by depression and nervous apprehension which are re-

~ 45
lieved only by taking another shot.

The South-American Indians chew.the leaves, green or 
dried, as their ancestors have done from time Immemorial, Co
caine (the alkaloid) requires an elaborate production process
and is extracted from the leaves of the coca plant in the .

' - 46
pharmaceutical laboratories of America, Burope, and Japan,
The natives of the Andean countries claim that the chewing of
coca leaves ^satisfies the hungry, gives new strength to the

. 47weary, and. makes the unhappy one. forget i$is troubles,

42, John P, Cavit, op, eit,„ p, 33° 
43° Loo, cit,
44° Arthur Woods, op. eit,, p. 42, 
45° Albert Deutsch, on. eit., p. 6./ — m  .  rr ^

46, Loo, cit.
47° Erich Hesse, op. cit., p. 59®
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Resear oh as regards Inca culture has net "brought to 
light any information pertaining to the incidence of coca ad
diction* This lack of any emphasis is significant5, for the

' presence of such a culture phenomenon in all probability
48would have been recorded„ In pre-Columbian times the chew

ing of coca leaves had a religious significance» It was en
gaged in as a rite to the sun. It was believed that the
priests had to chew it during the performance of religious

■ . , 49ceremonies, otherwise the gods would not be propitiated0
An article in life which dealt with the present deplorable
conditions of the Indians of Peru stated that "until the
Spanish Conquistadores came, coca leaves were chewed only by
priests and nobles in sacred rites, but when Inca authority

50,51was overthrown coca became available to all Indians»n
The effects of chewing coca leaves on many of the

present-day descendants of the once proud Ineas is stated
thusly by one reporter: -

: When he gets to work in the morning an Indian
laborer in the mines and plantations of Peru and 
Bolivia has rags on his back and little food in his

48o This term, as well as the corollary, "post-Columbian,w 
is generally employed to designate the eras before or after 
the arrival of the: Spaniards in the Western Hemisphere»

49o • Encyclopedia Britannloa, 11th Edition, VI, 614»
50o "Coca," Life, 32:20 (Say 19, 1952)*
51o In Peru,and Bolivia about 9,000,000 kilograms of 

coca leaves are chewed annually, George JU Horlock, "Inter
national Cooperation Relating to Ear cotie Drugs,"- Amer lean 
Foreign Service Journal, 26:26 (March 1949)* '
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stoma oh. In the thin chill air he is hungry ? 
tired, and cold. But he has with him a few dried 
leaves of the coca plant. As he chews, the leaves 
and swallows the narcotic juices his blood pres
sure goes up, his heart beats faster and his 
nerves are dulled. He feels warmer and stronger 
and imagines he is working well <>52 • ■ .

Dr*. Hesse also paints a verbal picture of the native coquero
or coca leaf addictt

fhey are mistrustful, undecided, false, and 
treacherous. They are old men before reaching 
physical maturity, and when they are actually ad-
vanned in years., insanity is the inevitable eon- 

■ sequence of their uncontrollable pass ion. .53 •
The cocaine addict will never display as serious absti-

Xnence symptoms as usually manifest themselves after with
drawal from opiates. Soporifics as a rule prove adequate

54against such deficiency symptoms as do. appear»
It has been implied that with a better standard.of liv

ing and a change in environment the Indian coquero would have 
a chance to throw off the habit „ The Indians in the Peruvian1 
army, who are drawn from the same social strata here under
discussion, are cured simply by giving them plenty of wholesome 

55 ■food, '
Marihuana (Indian hemp): Marihuana is the Mexican and/or

52o -®eoea.,n o.po jsit., p« 20*
53* Irich Hesse, op* cit., p, 60. .
5 4 ., Ibido , p .  73 o Dr. Hesse also states that nAs part of 

the after treatment, the addict must by.all. means be removed 
from his former environment, This is the decisive step in 
orddr to cure him of his vice.” . J>. "

55. wGQca,B' oit ., p. 20.
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American term for certain constituents of Cannabis sativa.
- --- 55--- -----the Indian hemp plant„ It is called hashish, banj, qenab 

(Arabic)j behanga (Sanscrit)| bhang, ganja, charas (Persian 
and Indian); and esrar (Turkish)c The active principal, the 
resin cannabis.©!, is found only in the flowering top of the 
female plant* Hashish has been used in the last since pre
historic ,times9 both as a remedy and for its special effects

58
on the nervous system as a drug of addiction* The Assyri
ans called it the rope plant and said it was a ,Tdrug for 

59sorrow*h It can be eaten, drunk in solution with any native
drink, or smoked when dried and granulated* In this last
form it is smoked as cigarettes, particularly in the United 60
States*

The plant, can be cultivated almost 'anywhere in the tem
perate and semi-tropic zones, and it also grows wild* Its
active properties, however, are best developed when grown in 61
warm countries* It is illegal to grow the plant in the '

56* The word 1?assassinif is derived from the Persian 
hashish, which was the name given those who, while under the 
influence.of hashish, were induced to commit crimes* A*R* 
EFeligan, The Opium Question: With Special Reference to 
Persia (London: John Bale Sons & Danielson, Ltd*, 1927), p* 81*

57o Loo* clt*. 58* Lo g* clt*
59* Log* cit* ' '
60* Maurice Helbrandt, 0£„ cit*, p* 7®
61* A*l* Heligan, 0£* cit*, p* 81*
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.United States without a permit, and since 1937 the posses
sion and sale of the derivatives of the hemp plant have been
regulated similarly to the other narcotics and dangerous 62
drugs* Its use is relatively new in the- United States,

■ : . ■ ■ 63 ■most of the importation being from Mexico* '
■ ' ' ... 6k . .The marihuana cigarette or ^reefer9 ' is relatively cheap

and can be bought from street peddlers for from 50 cents to a
dollar per cigarette. While marihuana is not addicting in the
physical sense and produces mo symptoms of withdrawal when
its use is stopped, it is unfortunately a stepping stone,
especially among younger people, to th@ use of more dangerous 

65drugs*
Marihuana is am unpredictable narcotic. The effects

vary mot only from person to person, but frost time to time in 
the same person. Dr, Wilson, a psychologist who served for 
several years at the Federal Penitentiary at Leavenworth, 
Kansas., states that the exposes of the use of this narcotic 
are more spectacular because its users frequently are gangs 
of delinquents who themselves were immature, unstable, anti
social, and violent before the added irritation of marihuana 66 . 

cigarettes, -

62*. Public Law Mo* 238, of. Appendix B, post*
63* Albert Demtseh, op, eit,, p* 7=
64, Gf* Appendix A, post, .
65= Albert Peutseh, 0£, eft,, p, 7=
66, Donald P, Wilson, og, oit*, p, 339*
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The Tmpredieta'bleB.ess of this, drug is also attested to
by Dr. Heligan when he states s. '

Its action is very variable. It m y  produce a 
sleepy state with vivid dreams. On the other hand 
an extreme state of violent excitement and perma- 

. nent .maniacal conditions are attributed to its use.67
The Los Angeles Police Department, whose narcotic squad

has had much experience with the illegal sale and use aspects
of marihuana? states that, the smoking of marihuana produces
intoxication and an initial feeling of stimulation. "It is at
this stage that it has the dame effect as an alcoholic binge, 1
causing the user to act silly and feel clever and capable; but
the smoking of large numbers of "reefers" is followed by

68
drowsiness and may result in partial or full coma.

Howard S. Becker in a recent article in the American Jour
nal. of Sociology states, after having interviewed approximate- 
ly 50 marihuana' smokers, that marihuana does not produce 
addiction as does alcohol and the opiate drugs, and that there
is no withdrawal sickness and no ineradicable craving for the 

69drug. He presents three factors which must be present for
an individual to become a user for pleasure only;

1. He must learn to smoke it in a way that will produce 
real effects

67. A.I. Seligan, op. clt., p. 82.
68. Youth and Harcotics (Los Angeles; Police Department, 

1952), p. Iko
69e Howard S. Becker, "Becoming a Marihuana User," The; 

American Journal of Sociology, 59;235 (November 1953),<>
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20 Learn to recognize the effects and connect them 
with the drug

3„ Learn t© enjoy the sensation he receives=
It might he asserted that addiction is also a behavior 

manifestation engaged in for pleasure- only, and it might be 
postulated that the above three listed factors must be pres
ent in order to become an addict of whatever substance. If 
it is implied that: smoking marihuana leads only to habituation, 
we have a differing opinion from Dr. Hesse.who states $

.For human beings the drug is unquestionably 
habit forming. Its habitual use leads to addiction 
and eventually serious psychological disorders.
The change of character which sets in with hashish 
addicts manifests itself in an increasing imbe
cility or in manic states,70
Perhaps the issue might be placed in sharper focus if we 

can find a basis of agreement as to what marihuana does not 
do. The research has not produced any opinions to the effect 
that physical withdrawal symptoms are present when the use of 
marihuana . (and cocaine) ceases. It would.therefore seem that 
the addict would have one less hurdle to overcome to get out 
of thralldom, ■

'Summary; A pertinent question would seem to emerge from 
the exposition of the data presented in this chapters

Conceding the deleterious personal and social 
consequences of narcotic addiction, is there no cure?

As was previously stated, it is not within the province of

70, Erich Hesse, oj), oit,, p. 93.
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this paper to deal extensively with the medical therapeutic 
aspects of addiction. It is thought9 furthermore, that a 
review of the data indicates that narcotic addiction is not 
merely a physical problem but presents us with a complex of 
eausationo We have to deal with social? psychological, and 
physiological factors„

Modern social' scientific research is no longer predi
cated on particularistic theories of causation with respect 
to social phenomena and subscribes to the theory that a com
bination of factors and situations act upon or have helped to 
bring about any. phenomenon under review* What might be 
termed a particularistic hypothesis' from the medical view
point is represented in the statement of Br» Dana S . Hubbardt

Simple uncomplicated drug addiction is cur
able »„„ it requires no specific cure; none is 
needed, fake away,the drug and prevent the addict . 
from getting a new supply and not only will he be 
cured, but he will stay cured,71

However, Dr,'Hubbard does recognize that there may not be
such a situation as '"purely uncomplicated" drug addiction, for
he also s ta te s :  "fhe problems of drug addiction may be summed
up in the problems of life, the underlying causes being more
personal than social,n

Since we may assume that Dr, Hubbard is not referring to

70lo Dana S, Hubbard, "Some Fallacies Regarding Narcotic 
Addiction,w Journal of the American Medical Association, 74: 1439-1441 (May 22, 192077” ' —  — —  - — — —

72, hoc, cit.
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an individual living in isolation and since every student of 
the social sciences is aware that ^problems of life” are 
largely "brought about by the socialization or an cult ur at ion 
.processes3 the consideration of societal factors would seem 
to be indicated^ .These factors are part of the vast eompen- 
■ dims of institutions, social interactions, cultural patterns, 
and individual psychological endowments which help to make 
up the social fabric in all its different but inter-related

73man if e s tat ions <,
7.4

Persia (Iran): A Case Study .
75Iran has been selected as a ease study of the effects

73= 'With reference to permanent cures Dr* Hesse main
tains that a relapse is -quite, probable even after all physi
ological effects have been overcome* He,, saysi wThe only 
trouble is that the psychological resistance of the addict re
mains on a very low lefel* " The memory of the comfort experi
enced remains firmly entrenched in his mind— a sword of Damo
cles*” Irioh Hesse, op. oit., p. 15* The sociologist Linde- 
smith lends affirmation to this viewpoint: "There is little
basis for optimism concerning the problem of permanently cur
ing confirmed drug' addicts* The line that must be followed 
is to attempt to change the social environment of the addict 
and, by psychiatric and other means re-orient and re-educate 
him.” Alfred H* Mndesmith, op* pit*, p, 174- And on p* 48 
Lindesaith states: wThe individual’s attitudes are.irrevoca
bly altered just as the adolescent’s attitude toward sex is 
permanently changed by his first heterosexual experience.
The drug addict is therefore incurable In that he can not 
escape his own past; his attitude towards drugs has been . 
altered by his experiences with them*”

74= Wmless otherwise credited, the statements in this 
section are a thematic presentation from the study made by 
Dr* A.B. Beligam, a former physician to His Majesty’s Lega
tion in Teheran, The Opium Question; With Special Reference 
to Persia*

75= The modern name for this country will be employed 
throughout this discussion*



©f maroeties • on -a; eomntry and its people • where its produc
tion 9 sale, and consumption are (or were) customary and 
legal and are important socio-economic factors in its cul
ture* The Iranian Government from time to time has passed 
regulations severely restricting the sale of opium, hut all 
indications point to little change in the situation from that
prevailing in 1927, the year when the data for this case his-

76
tory were obtained6

Social scientists are aware of the difficulty of chang
ing or eradicating a culture trait of long standing, and it 
would therefore, be a logical assumption that the effective 
operation of opium restriction and control in a producing 
country where the poppy plant has been an Important item of. 
the economy for centuries presents many difficulties not pres
ent In a non-producing country* In Iran the population and 
the drug practically live and grow together* Estimates of the 
government revenue derived from the licensed sale of opium

76* In the annual reports entitled Traffic in Opium and 
Other Dangerous Drugs which the Bureau of Warcoties makes to 
its.controlling agency, the W6S* Treasury Department, the 
mention of Iran as the principal producing country occurs with 
regularity (see especially reports for the years 1944, 1946, 
1951)* Furthermore, the Iranian Government by the. Opium Act 
of 1910 (ef* p*. 29, post) provided for the restriction of the 
use of opium to medicinal purposes after 1917* Dr* Heligan’s 
book was written in 1927=

It might also be of interest to compare the diffi
culty encountered by the United States Government in enforc
ing the prohibition amendment with the problem facing a 
country where central authority is far from effective in its 
endeavor to legislate against an age-old custom*
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77range from 9 to ,50 per cento
.Slimy, "brown s ticks of manipulated or stick opina (raw 

opirnm. whieja has "been rolled or manipulated with the hand) 
with.neat government labels attached'are for sale in every 
grocer’s shop as though they were some innocent item of con
sumption o It cannot be said that Iran is a nation of addicts, 
but rather that it is a country where habituation to the drug 
is widespreado And where, availability and habituation pre
vail, excesses resulting in a large per cent of addiction are78
more likely to occur,

Opium eating as well as opium smoking is quite preva
lent in Iran, but"neither form of indulgence seems to produce 
any ill effects when taken in small.amounts every day; and in 
small doses the habit would not appear to be more harmful, 
though it is more tenacious, than smoking tobacco or drinking 
a night cap, There also exists a considerable body of occa
sional smokers who smoke only after dinner or luhgh p a r t ie s — 

people who know the evil of over-indulgence and who have the 
strength of mind to limit the amount of smoking that they do. 

In Iran, opium growing and the habit have developed 
through the centuries, and the production- and consumption are 
steadily increasing. Many Iranians use opium in very small

77= Dr, Meligan estimates 9 per cent, John p, G-avit, 
op, cut,, p= 5 3 » estimates as high as 50 per cent,

78= For- a detailed discussion of addiction and habitu
ation, see Alfred !> Undesmith, op, e i t , ,  pp. 53 ff= '
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tuantities as a sedatiTe tonie amd9 s.lnee do©t©rs are few9 it 
has long heen a domestic remedy,. z

The opium trade employs great numbers of people, and any 
interference with it provokes violent opposition for the land 
owners and merchants interested in it are wealthy and influen
tial o Opium provided about 25 ner cent of the total value of

79
Iran’s exports in 1927s according to. Dr, Eeligan,

In order to obtain some.idea of what Iranians themselves 
thought about the subject of opium, Dr, Heligam discussed the 
matter with many subjects of the country„ He arrived at these 
generalizations!

1, The opium habit, especially opium smoking, is re
garded as disreputable and harmful by many Iranians,

2, Addicts admit that the habit is a bad one and try to 
conceal it,

3.o The term tiriaki (opium addict) or bafuri (opium 
smoker) when used as terms of reproach are always 
vehemently rebutted,

4o Moderate smokers may be good workers, but they
sooner or later develop an apathy which greatly di
minishes their value,

5° Europeans avoid opium-smoking servants.
In conversations of a more general nature Iranians made 

frequent reference to the backward condition of the country.

79° Reliable export figures on, narcotic drugs were 
easier to come by in the days before ~ international controls - 
were seriously considered. With the' present ..international ef
forts to control the traffic in narcotics, it would seem to be 
to the advantage, of any nation wishing to hide an extensive 
trade to give other than a true report of its export in nar
cotics, 0f, p, 49 % post, :
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especially the factors'.©f the shortcomings of their rulers, 
the lack of education and:sanitation, and the need for roads 
and railroads. But mention of the ©plum habit is seldom left 
out. People of all classes will assert that the habit is a 
national disaster, a cause of deterioration and economic loss, 
Unfortunately, Tested-interests are so strong that this wide
spread belief has not led to .any.united expression on the 
subject by private individuals. Dr, Heligan observes that 
very little of the legislation passed in 1910, which was de
signed to stop' the abuse of opium within seven years, has been 
put into effect because not all the legislators were more con
cerned' with the harmful effects of the opium habit than with 
the profit from the increased revenue from the government tax 
on opium, .

$he data seem to indicate that am important, culture lag
would have to be overcome before there could be any appreci- .
able reduction of opium consumption in Iran and bring about •.
effective government controls. In the long run it will be
public opinion which will demand the change. Dr, Heligan
states this can be done only by education, a slow process to

80
be sure, but the only real foundation on which to build,

80, Worthy of consideration at this point is the 1895 '
report of a .Royal Commission (appearing on p, 46 of Dr, Nell- 
gam's book) which inquired into the production and sale of 
opium in India, The Commission reported against the inter
ference with the customary use of the drug on the grounds 
that it was bound up with the life of the people and that the 
harm resulting was inconsiderable, '
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■ Tlae subjeot of the e f f e c t s  of a d d ic tiv e  drugs Itess Tseen 

discussed previously in this chapter , "but it would seem to be 
pertinent to mention at this point the conclusions reached by 
Iranian medical men practicing In a country where the use of 
opium can be considered part of the folkways of the people„ 
Iranian doctors generally agree that the habit reduces the ad
dict, and consequently his family, to misery and want. In 
order to obtain the drug, he w il l  sacrifice everything and 
starve his children as well as himself, According to Iranian 
medical men, the physiological effects of abuse are as follows» 

In early stages there is noticed a slight want of alert- 
nesso When excessive use•eventuates the individual becomes 
sallow, thin, easily fatigued, dyspeptic, and constipated*
His mental processes are alow, he looks timorous and lacks de
termination and initiativeo Furthermore, his resistance to 
disease is low and. he becomes a bad surgical risk*
■ . The economy of the country is adversely influenced by the 
time consumed in smoking and the resulting slackness in effi
ciency and work performance* A specific illustration of the 
effects on the economy by over-indulgence in the opium habit 
is presented by the city of Kerman, where the abuse is ex
cessively common* The town is a center of trade and the home 
of a large carpet industry; but trade is passing into the 
hands of Yazdis,. Parsees, and Hindus* Although their carpets 
have been known for centuries as some of the best in Iran, 
the industry is-failing owing to. the slackness and growing 
incompetence of the workers*
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This instance of the disastrous effect of opium on the 
economic and physical condition of a whole community can be 
matched elsewhere in Iran, but not on such a large scale«

Cultural Implicat ions: This ease history has been pre
sented as an exposition, albeit a superficial one, of condi
tions in a country, where the use of narcotics is in great 
measure socially and legally sanctioned» . There is another 
aspect of this exposition which is correlated with efforts to 
regulate the drug traffic on an international scale„ Where 
the growing of the poppy plant (or other narcotic-producing 
plant) and the preparation and sale of its derivative are an 
integral part of the economy, a great amount of dislocation 
would be indicated in consequence of a radical suppression of 
such cultivation, manufacture, trade, and consumption,,
People would be thrown out.of work and a commodity with a 
large profit margin would be lost to trade„ Substitute crops 
would have to be found for the land taken out of cultivation, 
crops which might bring much smaller returns per acre«,

It is also thought that this case history might serve as 
additional indication of the functional theory of societal or 
cultural traits, their inter-relatedness from an organic and 
not a mechanistic consideration, and help to indicate the de
sirability of considering a variety of causations as possible 
variables acting on a social phenomenon,,



CHAPTER III

MATHS OP THE DRUG TRAFFIC

/; H is to r ic a l Background

Ihen one delves far back into the historical background 
of the drug traffic, one is impressed with the omnipresence 
in the literature of the drug opium which is produced from the 
poppy planto It is the one narcotic that seems to have been 
used from time immemorial to such degree as to have come to 
the wide notice of historians, chroniclers, and writers of r©= 
mantle tales„

The first cultivation of the poppy plant is believed to
have taken place in the Hear East, more particularly in Asia
Minor, Egypt, and Greece0• Iran, at present one of the world’s
largest producers of opium, learned the cultivation of the

1
poppy plant in the eighth century Ao.Do from Arab traders 0

Linde smith asserts that the Sumerians must have used opium
as far back as the fifth Millenium BoOh for they developed an
ideogram for opium which has been translated as Hul Gil, the
"Sul" meaning Joy or rejoicing; and Homer mentioned it in the

2 •
ninth century B0Go

• ' ■ ' . , ■ ■ ; X '

lo Erich H esse, H arcotics and Drug A ddiction  (Hew York: 
P h ilo so p h ica l L ibrary, 194.6 } , p 0 19=

20 Alfred R. Lindesmith, Opiate Addiction (Bloomington,. 
Indo: The Principle Press, 19471, p„ 179°
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The country ©r area of original production would he of 
minor moment except that it might he am act of justice to re
move any onus from the shoulders of the Orient for having

. . .  . 3
given us what is both a boon and a bane<» Arab traders were
believed to have introduced opium not only into many countries

kof the Hear East, but also into India and the Orient0 Seeds
and fruit capsules of the drug have been found in the remains
of the pile dwellings of the neolithic Swiss lake Dwellers,
and the hypothesis of trade between the Lake Dwellers and the

. 5Mediterranean area seems to be indicated,,
Whatever trade in opium which existed in ancient times 

must have been of a minor nature, for no records are available 
of caravans and cargoes of opium as there are of silks and 
spices o It remained for the development of large scale corn- 
mere©, and the search for large scale profits which could be de
rived from trade to also sake of opium a precious cargo„ As 
Mahatma Ghandi is quoted as having saids

It will be.no defense to urge that the vie© has
existed in India from time immemorial» Me one or
ganized the vice as the present Government (of India) 
has, for purpose of revenue<,®
Prior to 176? a small trade in opium, barely exceeding 

2©0 chests per year, had been carried on with the Chinese by

3o. Erich Hesse, op<> cite „ p<> Ifo
ko Alfred Ho Lindesiaith, ©p0 e i t , p 0 179 =
$6' ’ Erich Hesse, ©po eit», pQ 200
So John Po Gavit, Opium (Hew York: BrentanorS, 192?),

Po 10 o
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some Portugese traders who hrought.their ©pimm from furkey«
But evem this small quantity of Importation had already •
caused concern to the Chinese Government„ for we find that the
first regulating edict concerning opitur was promulgated 4©

8
years earlier, in 1?2 9 0

The inception of a highly organized traffic to sell 
opium to the Chinese really commenced in 1767« In that year 
the Council of the last India Company meeting at Calcutta de
cided to energetically engage in sending opium from Bengal to 
China as an expedient for raising revenue to support the govern-
ment of India, which at that time was practically synonomous

9with the last India Company@ The trade was desultory Because
of rampages of pirates and the objections of Chinese officials0

In 1794 the E n glish  succeeded in  s ta tio n in g  one of th e ir

ships off Whampoa for an entire year selling off cargo of
opiumo Ih 1821 the entire opium trade was given great impetus
when in the shelter of Lintin Island at the entrance of the
Canton liver the ©plum Fleet, as the ships engaged in the
opium trade were known, found a haven from which to engage in

1© .

their illicit trade0 Armed ships of all types, mostly

7° la th an  A lle n , The ©plum Trade (L ow ell, Mass„t James 
P. Walker, 1853), p„ 120 —

So B a s il Lmhhoek, The. ©plum C lippers (Boston: Charles 
1 0 Lamriat Co*, 1933)$ p« 3©°

9o lathan Allen, ogo cit ., p0 1 2<>
10 o Looo cito



Ba^itlsk and a few Ameriean, did a "brisk trade 5, either with the
eonni•'ranee ©f corrupt Chinese officials or in total disregard11
of the honest oneso

Then.; as now^ profits from the illegal trade were huge0
Many ships paid for themselves, building and outfitting, in
one voyageo ' raWhat more could a merchant adventurer ask for
than a trade whose profits were often five hundred or even ©me

12
thousand fold, albeit the risks were of equal magnitude0n 
Lubbock holds that he makes no moral judgment ©f the opium 
trade when he sayss

Ho mam lives at the present day who actually saw 
an opium clipper at sea and the memory of them has al
most faded away. Yet the beautiful little ships are 
not worthy of oblivion, for were they not the first 
trading craft with clipper lines? Bid they not pro
vide an incomparable race of seamen and were they not 
the chief means by which China and Japan were opened 
up to the: modern .world? 13
However, even in those free wheeling days of trade with

little or no restriction, there were voices raised against the
traffico There were outcries by churchmen and public-spirited
citizens against the contraband traffic in *blaok smoke,” and
the Anglican Church denounced the trade in strongly-worded

14sermons and tracts,,

H o  From 1823-186©, 98 different ships were actually
listed as part of the opium fleet. To this number should be
added the many mom-listed shipso Basil Lubbock, op, oit,, 
p, 3© and Appendix B, p 0. 382,

12, Ibid,, p, 1, ,
13o Ibid,, p, vii.
1 4o Ibr^^o, p o 24 o



Even in India where the East India Company was growing 
,fabulously rich in the traffic9 the Bombay Traffic and 
Courier of lay 17» 1852 editorialised:

We remember to have been told when expressing 
admiration at the immensity ©f the lofty warehouses 
of .Liverpool;, that the bricks were cemented by the 
blood of African slaves= :

In examining the colossal institutions of 
: British India we may in like manner be. told that they 
are maintained by the life blood of the Chimes©o In 
©then words we sell them opium whereby sooner or 
later they destroy themselves and by the profits of 
the trade we support the political,.juridical, and 
educational institutions of this vast country»15
The Chinese Government was not unaware of the insidious- 

ness of the practice of smoking the ^vile dirt," and took ef
forts to control the traffic0 Prior to 1 8 0 0, opium was in
cluded in the tariff of maritime duties, but when the evil 
effects began to take deep root the government issued edict 
after^ediet banning the importation of opium into the eoun- 
tryD Laws to that effect were promulgated in 1799? 1809$,
1 8 3 0 , and 1 8 3 4, but they were of no avail against the venality

1?
of the officials and the cupidity of the smugglers0 China 
even fought two wars with England where, inferentially, the 
opium trade might be considered a causative factor0 Although 
the opium trade was not cited as the cause, it could have 
been listed as a cause, since the inciting controversy centered

15o As quoted by lath&n Allen, op* eit,, pQ 78 o



a'bout wfreed©m ©f trade 0 ei
In any important disonssien ©f the historical background 

of the drug traffic, the opium, trade with ©hina and the ia- 
troduetion of the drug into that country loom prominently,) 
Ohina was a rich country, and trade can only be profitable 
with those who have the wherewithal to pay0 Also Ohina, al
though beset by factional strife, was nonetheless a power of 
considerable prestige in Asia. The other Asian countries, 
with the exception of Japan, were either under the heels of 
western nations and were perforce helpless to protest, or they 
lacked the wealth to make a large trade in opium profitable <> 

The growth of the narcotic traffic into the dimensions 
of a world menace will be dealt with in the following chaptero 
G-avit states that the problem may" be regarded as substanti
ally the product of the white man’s exploitation of the other 
races, the white man’s science and invention, and the white
man’s organization of the world for the financially profitable

If
end of businesso

The present-day drug traffic can be divided into two

IS* At the conclusion of the first Opium War (1S4© ) 9 
V China paid Great Britain an indemnity of 21 million dollars, 

six million of which was for opium which China had destroyed 
for having been brought into the country illegally* John P* Gavit, e^ 0 cito, pp6 123-124o

Ifo Ibido, Po Se
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■broad elas s if i eat ions s legal and illegal* la this respeot 
the elassifieatioa earn of eourse he applied to almost any com
modity in. oar modern society; hat the traffic in narcotics 
presents a phenomenon with a distinction which sets it apart 
from the more conventional items of trade* The distinction 
lies in the import of the illicit facet of the traffic as a 
probable eamsative factor in social disorganization and, more 
pertinently, for ©mr study, its possible contrihation to the 
delimqmemey of yomth in the Waited States*

la our country there are present numerous penalties, 
those codified by law and those related to community sanctions, 
which apply to the illicit narcotic traffic* When considered 
from the broadest point of view of social utility, the hypothe
sis could be advanced that the sum total of benefit to society
is not appreciably lessened if tons of sugar or thousands of

- • \ ' 26 
watches are sold in violation of regulations* But such an
hypothesis might be ©pen to serious doubts with respect to
the narcotic traffic*

There is no dearth of laws in our country governing the. 21
legal trade and proscribing the illegal traffic in narcotics* 
However, it is the illicit traffic which either supplies

20* When the writer was serving in the United States Army 
he once questioned the ethics of ^moonlight requisitioning 
a term applied to the stealing of property from one outfit in 
order to make up the deficiency existing in another* A griz
zled sergeant commented % f*What*s. so bad about it* It still 
belongs to the government doesn’t it?"

21 * Of * Appendix B ,
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addlets or which may he the means of Induelug addiction that 
eoneeras ms as a socially disorganizing activityQ The legal 
manufacture and/or traffic in narcotics is encompassed hy so 
many restrictions and is so carefully supervised by the Fed
eral Government that it is exceedingly difficult for persons 
of any age to legally obtain narcotics, except under the most 
rigidly regulated circumstances = Harry Jo Amsllmger, Head of 
the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, states that with proper 
legislation and a sufficient number of agents the manufacture 
and distribution of American-made narcotics could be handled 
adequately since there are only three companies that manufac
ture morphine, one that manufactures cocaine, and two that22
manufacture wholly synthetic nareotieso

Since every gram- of any narcotic substance having addic
tive qualities must be legally accounted for in our country 
from manufacturer to dispenser, it might be pertinent to ask, 
From whence comes the illicit supplyt Quant it ies. are stolen 
at times of course, and doctors may knowingly or by being 
duped prescribe for the needs of an addieto However, since 
these avenues of procurement offer only a limited supply 
(druggists and doctors are subject to spot checks by federal 
narcotic agents) needed by the numerous addicts, there remains

22o Testimony before a sub-committee of the Gommittee 
of Ways and Means', House of. Representatives, 82nd Congress, 
1st Session, April 7-17, 1951, on H oS 0 349© and H 01 0 348, on 
”A Bill to amend the Penalty Provisions Applicable to Persons 
convicted of Violating Certain Narcotic laws, and for other 
Purposes 1 •
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a somre© ©f smpply not smtjeot to United States laws s i,o£o g 
foreign ootintries. And since the importation of narcotics 
is strictly regulated, the means of their entry is via the 
process of smuggling,.

The world demand for narcotics for the satisfaction of 
addiction cannot be estimated, ©f course, with any degree of 
accuracy; but the disparity between the world production of 
raw opium, which was 2000 metric tons in 1949, compared with 
the world need of 450 tons for medicinal purposes in that 
year suggests both a large illicit traffic and a large con
sumption of opium by smoking in some countries under govern-

23
ment toleration and regmlationo , Anslinger testified that
the Chinese communists have offered for sale 500 tons of
opium on the world market, which amount is equal to the medio-

' 24
inal needs of the world for a whole year*

Lindesaith states that it is not difficult for Americans 
to assume an attitude of moral superiority toward those na
tions where the production of the raw material (poppy plant 
or coca shrub or Indian hemp plant) is an integral part of

23o George,4o Morloek of the U 0Bo State Department, "Intermatlomal G©operation Relating to Narcotic Drugs," Amer
ican Foreign Service Journal,'26:26 (March 1949)°

24o "Statement of Gemmissioner Harry «To Anslimger, 
Bureau of Harcotics, before the Senate Special Gommittee to 
Investigate §rganized Grime in Interstate Gommerce, Tuesday, 
March 27,-1951* (Washington: mime ©graphed record issued by 
the Treasury DepartmentJo
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the ee©aoiii© structure 5 including the taxing revenue 0 This
very integration might he offered as partial justification in
opposition to the accusation that was made in 192? against
European nations for not accepting responsibility for their
subjects la the Far lasts with respect to ms© of narcotics5,

• 26 
in the same degree as for those in their homelands» •'

That the process of improvement as regards colonial juris
dictions is a slow ©me is indicated by the following events,
The governments of the Netherlands and'of the United Kingdom 
in November, 1943 and the government of France in January*
1944 declared that they would enforce a policy of complete pro
hibition off opium smoking in their Far Eastern territories*
In 1948 the Portugese Government promulgated a decree suppres
sing the monopoly which existed for opium smoking in Macao„
In 194S the government of Iran also decreed the prohibition of 
opium smoking* Nevertheless* the ©©amission on Narcotic Drugs 
and the Economic and Social Gouncil (both of the United Na
tions) were forced to the conclusion that there had been very 
little improvement in the situation; and in 1948 the Secretary- 
General of the United Nations was invited to draw the atten
tion of the interested governments to the promises they had 

27 -made* As late as 1953» am article on Indo-Ghina (supported

25o Alfred B„ Lindesmith* cit.* p* 2®4«
260 John Po Gavit, 0£ o cit*0 p* 25o
27o Herbert L 0 May* Narcotic Drug Control (New York: 

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace * November 1952)* 
Pamphlet No* 4 859 p» 523°



by pkot©graphs) appeared in Life magazine, a portion of wkiek.
artiele kad as a @ub-kead., f?G©rmpti©n and Tice Bap Hatioa*s
Inergyo” . Lke reporter had spent eight weeks in Ind.o-0M.na
and as regards narcoties stated: nA million dollars a year
reaches the government from a shocking source: the legalized

■ 28
traffic in opium which at last is to be ended this year 0n

lack yearly report to the Secretary of the Treasury by
the Bureau of Narcotics makes mention of countries which are
the chief sources of illicit opium; and in this connection
the names of India,. Iran, Mexico, and Turkey appear with

29marked regularityo The report for the year 1947 states
that Mexico has thousands of acres of opium, poppies under -
cultivation and that there exists in that country 2© to 3®
secret landing fields for use of airplanes in smuggling opium

3®into the Waited States0
It would seem that any serious thinking about the prob

lem of youthful narcotic addiction in the Waited States 
Would include consideration of the international aspects of 
the traffic o' This writer attended a Youth ©ounoil meeting in 
Tucson in November, 1953 and the Tucson ©kief ©f Police was 
asked to say a few words about narcotic addiction among the

28o Davis D, Douglas, MThe Year of the Snake,” life, 35: 
73 (August 3, 1951)o

29o Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs (Washing-• tons UoS o Treasury Department, Bureau' "of Sarcotics, published 
annually) &
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y©u*fek of Tucson0 After • stating that there was no problem
insofar as addiction being eztemsives he went on to say: RBmt
the real efforts must be made to prevent foreign countries
from permitting the stuff to be exported0H

In Hew Torkp where much work of both a preventive and
punitive nature has been undertakens the Welfare Council
urges both the Wt,S» Department of State and the United Hat ions
to take immediate necessary steps for tightening international

31controls of the sources of supply of narcotics0 The Hew
York Police Department also cites the need of controls at
higher political levels P stating that without them Hew York
ana other cities will continue to be plagued with sellers and 32
users of drugsa

The enormous profits to be gained from the illicit traf
fic in narcotics would indicate the increasing necessity for 
better international controls0 This traffic is operated by 
large and well f inanced groups 8 active in many countries and '
well supplied with money ̂ both from these profits and from the33capital which adventurous traffickers are able to contribute» 

Unlike epidemic disease which may spread from one coun
try to another independent of the deliberate acts of mans

31o The Menace of Harcoties to the Children of Hew York: A Flan to Eradicate the Evil {Mew York: Welfare Council of 
HewTork City5 August 195TT7 Po IVo

32o «The Harcotie Evil^ Spring 3100, A Magazine for 
Policemem, December 1951.

33= Bulletin of Harcotics  ̂ 2:4 (July 1950)0
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exelti&i&g aegligea®-© ,' t%e illleit traffle and - improper mse-
of nareotios always depend on voluntary acts fey individuals

34and organizations.) ,
Regulatory Efforts: While the traffle in narcoticsg, par

ticularly in opium» has feeen the subject of contr©very within 
the last two centuries^ nothing was done from the standpoint 
of international ©©operation with respect t© the regulation 
©f this traffic until 1 9 0 9o In that year 9 at the initiative 
of President Theodore Roosevelts. an International Opium. Gem-
mission composed of memfeers of governments having possessions

35in the Par last met in Shanghai„ The subsequent result of 
this meeting was the convocation, three years later at the 
Hague, of the first International Opium Convention*

Definite proposals were made at this convention, the prin
cipal one feeing that

The.contracting Powers shall enact pharmacy laws 
and regulations to limit exclusively to medical or 
legitimate purposes the manufacture, sale, and use of 
morphine, cocaine, and their.respective salts* They 
shall cooperate with one another to prevent the use 
of these drugs for any other purpose*3©

Another proposal was Rt© pledge themselves to take measures to
prevent the exportation of raw opium to countries which have

34= B e r t i l.A* lenfeorg, In tern a tio n a l Drug Gontrol 
(Washingtong Oarnegie Endowment 'for In tern a tio n a l .Peace, 1947), 
P« 3 o

35= Herbert I* May, op0' clt* 0 p* 491=
360 Bertil A. Renborg, op* cit0* p= 3=
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02? say prohibit its entrye* In view of the previous dis-
e ass ion of the ■ anoiaaloms position of Iran with respeet to 
regulation* it is significant to note that althoagh 66 coun
tries have beeome. parties to this convention* Iran has not 

38ratified it*
In 1920 the Assembly of the League of Mations passed a 

resolution creating an Advisory Goamittee on the Traffic in
©pimm and Other Dangerous Drugs for the purpose of exercising

' • . 39general suppevision ever the agreements in this field0 
Also under the auspices of the League * the following three im
portant agreements * among others * were concludeds

lo The Geneva Agreement of 11 February 1925o 
This provided that the retail sale* distri
bution* and importation of prepared opium 
shall constitute a state monopoly.,

20 The Geneva Gonvention of 19 Febrmry 1925o 
fHTs instituted a system of import certifi
cates and export permits * in the absence of 
which a© transactions in narcotic drugs could 
legally be made on am international scale0

3o The Geneva Gonvention of/13 July 1931o
This is a conventionfor limiting the manu
facture and regulating the distribution of 
narcotic drugsc4©

In addition to the Advisory Oommittee* two other bodies 
were set up0 The Geneva•Gonvention of 1925 set up a Permanent

37o George A0 M©rlock* o^o c l t . « p 0 27o

38o Loc^o .eito
39o Herbert Lo May* o£ 0 cit0 0 p0 501e 
4©o Loo 0 cito
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©entral Opium Board0 Under this Oonvention and the Geneva 
Convention of 19313 the Board was empowered to wateh the 
eourse of international trade in aarootie drugs and to set mp 
a system wherein eaeh party had to furnish estimates of re
quirements and to eheek the import and export trade in nar
cotics through a system of certificates0 A Drug Supervisory 
Body was also set up hy the 1931 Convention which was author-
ized to make up estimates for those countries which were non- 

., ' 41parties to the Convention<>
The United Bations has incorporated within its framework 

practically all the important international agreements en
tered into under the League of Hations» with the Economic and 
Social Council of the United nations having been given primary
responsibility by the General Assembly for ever-all supervi-

42
slom in this field0 The Council has created the Commission 
on Marc©tie Drugs as the. policy-formulating body on all ques
tions relating to narcotic control, and it also receives and

' 4reviews the annual reports from all countries and territories0 
Two measures of great importance in the field of interna

tional regulation and cooperation have been taken by the
United Mations in addition to those adopted by and carried over

        .
41 o Bertil Ao - Heaborg, oj>0 citQ 9 p0 4 3 7 0
42o Herbert 1* May, ©£„ olt 0 9 p 0 $#4«
43o G0H 0L 0 Sharmans ^International Drug Control9n 

External AffairsMarch 1931, p, 81,
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from the Eeagme of If at ions 0 ©me was the adoption on Uovember
199 194S at Paris of.a protocol bringing within the regmla-
tory confines any synthetic drag having addictive qualities9
which drag has heea so certified hy the World Health Organize-
tiono (Originally.the regmlations covered three substances
and derivatives therefrom: opium, coca leaves, and Indian

449.45hemp) o The other measurê , which Oommission'er Anslinger •
of the Federal Bureau of Wareoties calls “the most notable 
advance thus far in the entire history of the international 
war ©n narcotics,t? was the agreement in June, 1952 if the 34 
countries represented at the United Hat ions Opium 0omferem.ee 
on a protocol to limit the production of opium to the medical 
needs of the world0 This protocol will become effective when

. 46
25 countries have ratified it0

Without considering the last mentioned tentative protocol, 
the bases ©f international cooperation with respect to nar
cotic control may be summed up In the following general agree
ments: -
lo Annual reports from the various governments on the execu

tion of their treaty obligations
20 Reports on seizures in the illicit traffic

44o Herbert L> Hay, ©go ©it0 9 p,
45o This protocol was entered into force with respect 

to the United States on September 11, 1950 and proclaimed by 
the President on January 10, 1951o narcotic Drugs (Washing
ton: Q-ovto Printing Off ice, 1952)9 Department' "of state Pub
lication HOo 4 3 8 9o

4 6 0 . Harry Jo Anslinger, MFictory in Opium War,w Tucson 
Daily Oitizen, August 18th, 1953, Po 120
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3o Requirement 'that laws in the signatory governments must 
be in conformity'with the obligations undertaken on am* international level»47 .
That there is increasing' concern regarding the interna

tional aspects of the illicit traffic is evident from a
perusal of the Waited Mations documents dealing with this 

48
phenomenono Although the implementation of the internation
al agreements may mot be all that could be desired, the moral 
significance of a desire to enter into them is worthy of con
sideration, Wmlike bmr national laws which have behind them 
our government $s powers of execution, there is no such analo
gous power in the international sphere. Commissioner Anslinger 
makes mention that although Japan had reported to internation
al authorities in accordance with the 1931 Convention that no •' . ■ - '■ .
heroin was.manufactured In Korea in the years 1938 and 1939,
our occupation authorities after World War II discovered that
one factory in Seoul, Korea had manufactured more than enough

49heroin to supply the world’s requirements in those years.
And on August 19, 1953 Anslimger stated that Communist China, 
although it has laws to combat narcotic addiction, encourages 
the smuggling of opium and opium derivatives into other

47o Herbert jB. May, op. oit., p. 496°
48° For more detailed information and reports on pro

ceedings , inquiries should be directed to HUSOO, Commission 
on Mar cot i c Drugs, Wnited Mat ions, lew York. Particular at
tention is directed to H'oMo Bulletin on Mareoties. Vol. Y, 
Mo. 1, January-Mareh 1953°

49° Traffic in #pium and Other Dangerous Drugs, 1945,
P o 3 O
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eonntries as a means ef bringing in revenue to the govern- 
5©sento .. .
In addition to the limitations regarding the execution

ef agreements, Herbert Io Hay eites the important factor
that, while agreements permit countries to impose an import
embargo against offending countries, the existing narcotic

51conventions do not provide for a drug export embargo»
The Permanent Central ©plum Board of the Economic and . 

Social Council has come to some conclusions with reference to 
the difficulties of implementations, and by implication this 
agency also directs attention- to the need for additional regu
lations „ The essence of these conclusions was?

10 The vagueness which characterizes'the statistics 
of the principal opium producing countries

20 The impossibility of determining the illicit 
production of coca leaves

3o. The increase in the number of narcotic drugs, 
which has almost doubled in the last five years

4» The ever wider mse: of synthetic narcotic drugs without any significant decline in the use of 
derivatives of opiua652

The Illicit Traffic in the United States

Ho one knows the dimensions of the illicit traffic in the

56o Harry 10 Anslinger, ??i"ibtory in Opium War,” oju cit0 *
Pp 12 o '

51o Herbert I. o'Bay, opo cite, p0 497 =
52o Bulletin on narcotics* Yol0 T, Ho0.1, January-Hareh ■ 

1953s PP.o 53=54o
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Waited States beeamse the data appear t© iadieate that the.
M l k  ©f the smbstanees msed in this traffie is smuggled iat©
this eeuatryo

We call it the ftspidieate$lw the worlds s illioit 
depe traffic, with chains and rings and little syn.” 
dicates that are in blind and shifting contact with 
each othero It has no organization0 Hack away at 
it as yon will and you will find no vital spots0 fhe 
syndicate keeps no hooks„ There is no credit systeMo 
The promises that men live by in legitimate, business have no part in its cod©053
Analysis of statistical evidence of seizures in the 

Waited States would seem to indicate that caution be observed 
regarding the .interpretation of such statistics as indicating 
the dimensions of the illicit traffic in this country, For 
instance. Table I shows seizures of prepared opium by years 
from-1932 to 1952., inclusive,

The original data obtained by this writer contained 
figures only up to and including 1951, The temptation might 
have then presented itself to infer that the illicit traffic 
was being efficiently, controlled, as indicated by the figures 
for the years 1950-1951; but with the acquisition of the 1952 
figures, such temptation was removed, Since there is at pres
ent no lawful manufacture of prepared opium in the 'Waited'
States or lawful admission for trans-shipment to another conn- 

54try, the large increase in seizures shown for 1952 would 
indicate that the influence,of international factors presents

53 0 Maurice Helbraadt, Ware ©tic Agent (Hew York: Van
guard Press, 1941)9 p, 89o

54o Traffi0 in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs, 1951s 
p o 2S,



SETZTJHES OF PREPARED 0PI1M$ 1932-1952

©imees
1932 5 9 220

11,982 
6,085 

12,485 
7,807 

12,3.50 
21,270 
4,113 
1,024 
1,813 
1,851 
2,569 
2,505
3..
3..
2 ,

1,211
1,532
778

1951 471
1952 3

55 o Ibidp-., 1952, p 0 11 <
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an important eonsiterationo
Commissioner Anslinger iaas pointed omt that if it were

merely a matter of supervising Ameriean processors^ the
problem would not be much greater than that-" pertaining to
most domestic enforcing endeavors governed by licensing regu= 

56
lationso The great extent of our coast lines9 plus the in~ 
ternational boundaries between our country* Canada, and 
Mexico-, not only provides avenues for entry of narcotics for 
the illicit trade but makes foreign cooperation highly desir- 
able.

It has been contended that such cooperation is of prime
importance in blocking illegal entry of narcotics into this
country. While our measures to track down and apprehend the
small scale peddlers go on apace, the really large, illicit
supply moves through the normal, channels of trade in manners
which sake the likelihood of detection by our agents extremely 

58 . - '
difficult. Some of the stratagems employed to smuggle large

' 59amounts of narcotics into the United States are as follows: 
Goods, falsely declared, are shipped to a forwarding

56. Of. footnote 22, p. 40, ante.
57. ^Extension of {Remarks of Hon. Samuel V. Yorty of 0ali=> 

fornia in the House of• RepresentativesOongressional Record* March 23, 1953= _ _  .
58. Arthur W o o d s Dangerous Drugs: The World Fight 

Against the Illicit Traffic in Narcotics {Mew Haven: Yale Uni=>
‘ versity Press, 1931)» p. 61..

59. Ibid., pp. 79 ff.



agemto She bill ©f lading is made, ©mt nt© ©zder,® wMek 
means that any holder of it can ©all for the shipment0 This 
.affords the M g  operator an opportunity to remain in the 
background 9 should eoaplieations develop0 If there is a con
federate in customs, the chances for possible detection are 
thereby reducede

Goods are 85short landed,” which means that ”t© order” 
shipments are spirited off ship at other ports of call before 
the ship reaches final destination,.

Goods shipped ”in transit” through a country and bound 
for another country are mot subject to customs inspection. 
While being trans-shipped from boat to train or from one pier 
to another, a ease containing narcotics is exchanged for one 
having identical markings, but which dtes contain the merchan
dise as listed, ©m the manifesto The narcotics remain in the 
country of transit and the other merchandise goes on its way 
to the country of final destination0

Sometimes something goes wrong in the above mentioned 
transference scheme, as evidenced by the reputable firm of 
Aolo Blok and Gompamy of Chicago one© having found one case
of a shipment of special paper which it had ordered from Japan

. 60
to contain 410 cans of narcotics„ Our custom agents have 
also intercepted a shipment of narcotics where the smuggler 
employed a humorous twist,. The smugglers sent the narcotics
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ia eans of xmezposed film negatives9 and the earns were61
marked ffCaution; Bo Mot Open!tf

Other strategems similar to those employed in the smug
gling of diamonds have also been used. These include conceal
ing narcotics in the hollow heels of a shipment of. shoes to a
reputable concernj, or concealing them in bowling pins, cheeses,62
barrels of olive oil, coffins, Bibles, ete0 ©tar government 
maintains special agents in foreign countries whose duty it is 
to detect at the source attempts at smuggling, but the effec
tiveness of these agents is dependent on the degree of coopera-

. 63 ■ " -tion rendered by foreign authorities0
The high correlation between the extent of the illicit 

traffic in the United States and the international illicit 
traffic is evidenced by the low state of such traffic in our 
country during World War II when commercial shipping was re-

64duced severelyo limdesmith.states that since the dominant
statistical determinant of the incidence of addiction is not 
personal inclination but the availability of drugs, the number 
of addicts was also considerably lessened,, Some were reduced
to drinking paregoric, which contains less than two grains of

£5 . • ;opium per fluid ounce0

6lo Loco oit 0

62o Maurice Helbrandt, ©p» eit*, p0 91*
6 3 o "Extension of Remarks of H©nc Samuel We Harty,n

Sl» ■ ■

6 4 * Alfred lo Lindesmitho ©Po cito, p0 197>
6 5 o Ibid., Po 203o



Qme can only postulate some social processes as having
given impetms to both the illicit drug traffic and to addic=
tion within the last decade0 Have the increasing tensions
and complexities and the rise of "big business18 in our s©<=
eiety contributed to both increased addiction and the "big
dealsw in the illicit traffic^ lindesmith asserts that in
our country during the 19th century the illicit traffic and

66
dope peddlers were rare or non-existent,, He further states
that the attitude of the public toward narcotic addiction was
different then than it is today0 Although the habit was not
approved 5, neither was it regarded as carnal or monstrous 0
It was usually looked upon as a vice or personal misfortune,

6?
much as alcoholism is viewed today*

In Chapter Y there are presented some data on the legal 
remedial measures the United States has put into effect* . 
Coupled with the universal opprobium placed on those who traf
fic illegally in narcotics, it might be inferred that due cog
nizance has been taken with respect to both legal and social 
sanctions. However, there is one aspect of the problem which 
might be interpreted as complicating the enforcement of legal 
sanctions. In most crimes, the victim becomes the antagonist 
of the criminal, fhe law cam count on the victim’s coopera
tion toward thwarting and apprehending the criminal. As

6 6 , Ibid,, p* 183,
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regards the illicit mareotic traffic, the {,Tictims?? the imdl= 
Tidmal who is im thrall hoth to the habit aad to the peddler^ 
fretaeHtly aids and abets the criminal0 Aad at times he is
both criminal and victim* In the words of former narcotics
agent Eelbrandt:

In other detective and police work it is a
game of wits between two opponents —  crook and
law* But in narcotics there is always a third 
player =■=• the addict* He may be on yonr side or 
the others, it makes no difference*®®

6S* Maurice Eelbrandt, op* cit*, p* 6©*



CHAPTER IT

YOUTH MD ADDICTION

Youthful Addletiom 1m the Waited. States

The pheaeaeaoa ©f youthful addietioa t© mareoties does
mot seem t© have eeme to id.de puhlie aotiee mtil the Waited
States Senate began iayestigatiag organized erime in inter- 

1 1
state eommereeo Addiction among this segment of the popula
tion had existed of course prior to the above mentioned laves-.
tlgatlom, as the record of admissions to Public Health Ser-

2
vice Hospitals indieateSo In a letter dated November 25$,
1953» Edward fitzgeralds Division of Hospltais.g Public 
Health Service $ gave the. statistics presented in Table II „
It will be noted from these figures thatp - whereas admissions 
of addicts under age 21 remained fairly constant until the 
year 1947$. they began to mount in that year until they repre= 
seated a 2##@ per cent increase in 1950 over the figures for 
1947e During the same period the total number of admissions 
for all ages increased 5.0 per cento .

lo Senate Special Wommittee to Investigate Organized 
Grime in Interstate Gameree, 82nd Oeagress»• 1st Session,
Part 14, Narcoticsfl May 29; June 7, 12, 16, 27, 1951.

20 There are two federal hospitals where drug addicts 
are treated: at Lexington, Kentucky and Ft0 Worth, Texas0
They were authorized by Public Law N©0 672, approved January 
19, 1929. Gfo Appendix B, post*
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TABL1 II
ADDICT AD1ISSI0HS TO TWO ¥ 0S. DUBIIC HEALTH 

SERVICE HOSPITALS

Hoc of total 
admissionsTotal, mnder 21

Tear admissions years*

194© 1)815 18
1941 2 s, ©OS " 20
1942 2,274 2?
1943 2,143 24
1944 1,739 11
1945 -1,605 19
1946 1,987 27
1947 3,©Si 22
1948 2,792 52
1949 3,984 21©
195© 4,564 44©
1951 3,977 375
1952 4,506 ..... ....

*Tke figure for admissions mnder age 21 in Both hospitals 
is not readily available for 1952. However, the nmm'ber 
of such admissions at the Lexington hospital was 212 in 
1952 as ©ompared with 352 in 1951«



Disclosure of the foregoimg and related statistics from 
a variety of sources caused m e h  public attention to be fo
cused on this phenomenono Evidence of such attention is to 
be found in the numerous articles which subsequently appeared 
in many magazines on the subject of youthful addletionc Be- 
search by this writer for the period 1935^195© has not dis
closed a single article M  any of the domestic popular peri- . 
odieals dealing with this phenomenon*

In addition t© the figures for the federal hospitals as 
shown in fable II, statistics show that the greatest number of 
youthful addicts are clustered in major United States cities 
(see Table III)* The problem in Hew York Oity became so acute 
that the Welfare Oeuneil of Mew York City organized a special 
committee in if5© to study. the use of narcotics among teen
agers* This committee was composed of 58 members and included 
social workers, lawyers, representatives of the Board of Educa
tion, Department of Hospitals, Police Department, local staff 
of the Federal Bureau of lareoties, narcotic section of the
State Department of Health, District Attorney’s office, legis-

3 ^•lators, courts, and other voluntary agencies* This special 
committee published the statistics presented in Table IT*

One Mew York Oity juvenile court reports that it had be
fore it from 1946-19A8, 76 eases involving drugs, most of which

3* The Menace of Marcotlcs to the Children of Mew York:
A Plan to Eradicate the Ivil "(Hew York: Welfare'' Council of Mew 
York dity, August 195TT*
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■ TABU III*
COMPARISON STUDY OF PATISfTS UNDER 21 YEARS 

OF AG® IN UoSo PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
HOSPITAL, LEHNGTON8 KENTUCKY,31N1.7, 1951

ResMenee Male Female
New Yez-k City? N=Y0 77 10
Ohieago, Illo 21 3
'ffasMBgtem, D oC0 13 1
Cinclmatl, O M e  5 1
Toled©s Ohio 1 0
last Chieago, Into 1 0
Gazy:3 Imto ' 2 ■ 0
Daytoaj, Ohio ' 1 0
New Orleans, La0 1 0
Miami, Fla. ' 1 0
Detroit, Mieh. 1 2
Bostons Ifess. 1 1 0
Baltimore, Md. 1 1
Newark, N.J. 1 1
Montelair, N.I. 1 0
Jersey City, N.J. 1 0
Norfolk, Va. 1 0
Loi&sville, Ky0 1 0

^Statisties ezeerptei from Hearings before Special Senate 
Committee to Investigate Organised. Grime in Interstate Com
merce, ©p. ©it.* p. 131o >
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TABLE'IT1’
OFFEIDEBS II 1EW YORK CITY CGRR1GTIGHAL 

IHSTITUIISMS BET11EEH1B TO BE 11WS 
■ USERS ©1 ADDICTS

M©0 under 21 To April
years ©f age 194-6 1947 1948 1949 195® 1951

IS 25 .28 42 119 82
1 2 © 5 4 1©

were e©noerned with the. possession of nareotle cigarettes0
I*©r the year 1951 alone the same oourt had 161 eases; of5
these 108 Involved heroin, 2 cocaine, and 51 marihuana„
This would appear t© he both an Indication of the upward trend
in youthful addiction and of the popularity ©f and preference
f©r herein0 This drug appears to be the favored nareotle of
young addicts, many of whom, it is claimed, got started on the6
road to addiction by smoking marihuana0

Am aspect of addiction which might offer a socio-economic 
explanation for the greater use of heroin by our youthful ad
dicts as compared with cocaine or marihuana is that a rapid

4o Ibid,, p, 1©, . • .
5o Margaret B, Erieg, "Teem Age Drug Addicts,tf Journal 

of the National Educational Association, 4©:341 fifey 1951) <>
6, Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs (Washing

ton t Govt, Printing Office, 1951 )s P° H o  1

Male
Female



increase in tolerance for the opium derivatives develops and 
there are withdrawal•symptoms connected with the cessation of
their use while no such developments occur with the use of. . . . . .  7
the so-called stimulants. It would seem to he mere profit
able to push the illegal sale of drugs which are required to 
he taken in ever-increasing quantities to satisfy the craving.

According to the report of the Bureau of Prisons for the 
year 1949s the median age of,all drug offenders has shown a 
downward trend; the number of those under 25 years of age has 
gone up sharply, in 1949 as compared with 1948. In 1948, 18.7
per cent were under 25 years of age9 and in 1949 the eorre-

S
spending figure was 25.6 per cent.

Dr. Vogel9 medical officer in charge of the United States
Public Health Service Hospital at Lexingtons Kentucky, stated
that f9In 1946 only 3 per cent of our patients were under 21*
Today 18 per cent of our, patients are in that group. Stir

9youngest addict has been 1 3 oM
An interesting statistical report comes from the psychi

atric ward of Bellevue Hospital in Hew York Gity9 to which 
adolescents classified as drug addicts are admitted. This re
port lists admissions over a ten-year period as follows:

7= Victor H. Vogel et al0, "Present Status of Narcotic
Addiction," Journal of the American Medical Association, 
138:1019 (December 4, 1948)0

8p Report of the Federal Bureau of Prisons (Leavenworth,
Kano: U 6S * Penitent lary, 1950), p. 51 <?

9o Margaret B. Krieg, ©£0 cit., p* 341=
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1940=1948 M#me
1949 1195© /: :- ' ' . 6 - v '1951 (1st 6 maso} 84 (65 "boys and 19 girls

ranging in age from
14=20 years)

An even more eorratonative set of figures is gleaned from the
semi=annual Uniform Grime Beports ©f the Federal Bmream of In=

■ 11vestigationo The reports give no breakdown as to eitieSo
(See Table V 0) Sine® the aettaal mmmher of deviants from s©=
eial norms is always greater than that reported to authorities s
it can he logically assumed that the number of young addicts
is greater than the figures listed in this table0

The Extent of the Problem: Although the incidence of drug
addiction among the youth of ©ur country has increased greatly
during the past few years9 it might be germane to evaluate any
consideration of the problem as a ^national epidemic0”

While the records of the United States Public Health 8er=12
vice hospitals show admissions from every state in the Union8
under-age users are located principally in large metropolitan
areas0 There is little youthful addiction in small cities and 

13 . ■ ■ . ■rural areas0 , Howeverg it is not thought that the phenomenon
of youthful addiction should be analyzed from a purely

11 <, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Grime Re
ports for the United States and Its Possessions Washington; 
Govt. Printing Office, semi-annual printing).

120, Letter;from Edward J. Fitzgerald, Bivision of Hos
pitals , Public Health Service, November 25, 1953«

Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs, 1951, 
III, FT^Sl, ante.
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fABIS T1^
AEB PERQEHTAG-l OF AEEBSTS FOR HAICOTIO 

M W  TIOLATIOHS OF PERSOHS UEDER 21 TEAKS
OF AG-1

Humber Percentage of fotal n©o
Year under 21 - all arrests of arrests

1936 22? ' 5o8 3,896
1937 311 7o8 3,996
193S 331 7o9 4 ,164
1939 322 7o0 4,599
194® 466 9o3 5,©14
1941 263 l®ol 2,593
1942 75 6o7 1,123
1943 117 896 1,361
1944 156 9o© 1,731
1945 21S llo3 1,935
1946 347 12 04 2,807
1947 572 16*9 3,388
1948 x 899 I806 4,846
1949 1,082 160,5 6,546
195© 1,546 I80I . 8,539
1951 2,44® . 18o7 13,©3© 15
1952 4©6 13*1 . 3 ,1©3.

XAo Although the Uniform Grime Reports - are available 
from the year 1930 s the“*rep©rt s~prTor“T;o 19^6 were not thomght . 
suffieiently eompre hems ive for the r©search„ For example, im 
1932 there were mo reports'reeeivei. from Hew York Oity; Atlanta $, 
6ao | Reading, $aof and Talaa, Gkla.— all of which have popmla= tions of over 10©,000 and therefore are of -importahee as eon~" 
trihntors to such statistics0 The year 1936 was the first time 
that 10® per cent of cities having populations of 100,000 or 
over had sent in the reports0 Since then these cities have 
reported consistently, and 9© per cent or more of cities with 
populations of 10s000=100,600 have filed returns» In the years 
19@A and 1946=1 9 4 9 9 inclusive, 1 0© per cent of cities with popu
lations of 2 5,06© or over filed returns.

15o fhe Boggs law was passed in 1951 imposing increased 
mandatory penalties, and also increasing the number of narcotic 
' agentSo ' •



regi©B.al orientatieBo Grimes of all nature are of greater 
numerical incidence in the larger urban ©eaters» but our 
©ielogieal studies inform us that social dislocations and 
social disorganizations which may occur im any geographical 
section of our country have an effect, im varying degree a on 
every other section. Our government considers the narcotics 
problem a matter of national concern in view of the presence 
of a Federal Bureau of Hareetios,

The small town sanctions which operate against the devi
ants from community accepted standards would also operate 
against addiction to narcotics= fhile it is not a crime to be
am addict, it is a crime to either sell, give away, or be in

1©possession of narcotics without lawful authority. The 
anonymity that the big city offers, plus the presence of il
legal sources of supply, would naturally make of the larger 
urban centers a better ^market,M

When the disclosures of the Senate Grime Investigation 
Committee began to appear in the press, the public concern was 
so intense as to approach panic at times, and occasionally led 
to.follies and excesses. Many cities where there was actually 
no narcotics problem started campaigns against it, and as a 
result some parents rushed children to physicians to be ex
amined for possible addiction,. Adolescents completely inno
cent of any. knowledge, .©f the subject were consulted by their ■ 
parents.on inside information. Some children, impressed by
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the glamor that smrromds the sabjeet of teen-age addietion8
poked their arms with pin pricks and went about boasting that

17they were “junkies’? (addicts}0
fhe actions ©f some parents might have been the cause of 

perplexity on the part of youngsters who were developing a 
nose cold or who had an arm sore, if their elders followed 
literally the advice given them by Philip MeIson writing for 
the Ohleag© Grime Prevention Bureauo Gommenting on statements 
of parents of children who had been taken into court as addicts 
that they were unaware of .their children’s addiction, he asks?

didn’t they know? Why shouldn’t every 
parent know? Examine your children* They may be 
addicts* It is easy to tell* If they take the 
needle the tell-tale festering sears and scabs on 
arms, legs, or stomach are apparent; and if they 
sniff or snort, the red partitions between the nos
trils are a grim warning*1^

, There Is also the possibility of under-emphasizing the 
situation to a point approaching complacency* A writer in 
Harper’s Magazine tells of an experienced reporter for the 
Washington (13*0*} Post who tried to buy narcotics' and after 
six weeks’ effort was able to buy only one marihuana cigarette* 
He also states that police, federal investigators, and news
paper reporters found it difficult to buy even a tiny amount 
of drugs in Washington and further avers that “an average high

17* Albert leutsch. What We Gan Bo about the Brug Menace 
(Mew Yorks Public Affairs 
Affairs Pamphlet Me* 186, p* 5■

10* Philip Melson, Slaves to Brag Ihveiled in Gourts The 
Dope Peril (Ghicages Grime Prevention Bureau, 195TT*



s@h,@©l student would find it even mere difficult t© make a
pwehaseo*’ It is probable that smeh naiefete ©an offer as
little light @'n the extent of the problem as does over”.
emphasis or hysteria®

Any problem brought into being by the action of a parti©-
miar. society earn be . ameliorated by that s@ei.ety, if it has the
will and the power® . The problem of juvenile addiction9 even
though its quantitative or qualitative extent may escape exact

2©
definite determination, is mot all black® Dr® ©hapmam of the 
Public Health Service states that adolescents coming to the 
government hospitals can be cured if in the early stages of ad
diction and if they are of average intelligence® The plastic 
state of their emotional development will help them toward a
permanent cure, if their home communities provide adequate comm-21
seling and guidance after their discharge®

©hildren have no deep-rooted psychological difficulties, 
although they m y  be neurotic to varying degrees as a result of 
various frustrations® Gonsequently there appears to be a good 
probability that today*s group of young addicts m y  be restored 
t© healthful living® According to an article in Science Hews 
Letters f,The adolescent’s youth counts for him as regards

19® John ©errity, ^The Truth about the Drug Menace,** 
Harper*s Magazine, 2@M27 (February 1952)®

2©® Of® p® 88, post® Remedial Measures; and p®l©k, post® Gonelusions®
21® As quoted by Herbert G® Rosenthal, t8H©w'Much of a 

Menace is the ©rug Menace?w. Pageant Magazine® October 1952®

mailto:s@ei.ety


rehabilitafcioa thromgh edmeation, simee resedaeation is
■_   22
simpler at earlier than later ageso^

geeiological and Galtmral Aspeets

In a complex society such as ours the search for causes 
for any social phenomenon leads us into many paths* This 
. search tends to become more complicated when the phenomenon eon<= 
corns individuals who are maturating in both the physical and 
social sense* In more homogeneous and less complex societies* 
the status of youth throughout the years of maturation is 
fixed with a measure of specificity, and through the sociali
zation process is accepted automatically and unconsciously 
by such age groups * In our American culture, where the ideal 
concept is one of social mobility, where the possession of 
much material wealth has a high correlation with prestige, and 
where the vague admonition to $iamount to somethingis a fre
quent refrain in many a home, the youth who belongs to a class 
of our population wherein the opportunities may be less appar
ent than the concepts may feel thwarted in his chances for eg© 
fulfillment* It has been postulated, consequently, that the
search for status by adolescents is an important factor in in-

23
flueneing them toward the use of narcotics* It has been

22* wOhild Bope Addicts»n Science Hews Letter* 60:29 
(July 14, 1951)o ~ ~

23 * Suggestions for Teaching the Mature and Effects of 
Ifarcoties H e w  York: .Board" ©f'‘Education, June 1951) , Po 2*



stated als© that the absence ©f a fixed and oast©many behavior 
pattern and status for the young has helped to contribute to
ward the adventurous f,kn©w it all® attitude which charae-

24terizes our youth»
The urge to "belong® and9 as a result; the achievement of 

a certain status has brought forth the following statements
25which have been employed as arguments for addiction:

be a chicken® (a coward)0 ®Be a man*” ’’Everybody does*® ®Be
one of the boys*® ®Be a regular guy»® .

Frustrations are frequently emeeded to be a cause of 
personal disorganizationc For the young who are not altogether 
aware of their obligations to society and the sanctions which 
society imposes on its members? many situations that would 
appear petty or of temporary significance or capable of ameli
oration through adult alternatives may tend to bring forth 
anti-social activitiesQ When the factors which contribute to
ward frustrating situations are beyond his power to affect9 we 
are then apt to find delinquency tendencies manifesting them
selves in youth„ Such factors have been postulated as slum
conditions; improper parental controls and disability attends

■ ,  ; - 26 
lag membership in a minority group0

The Eos Angeles Police Department asserts that many

24o Margaret B0. Kriegg ©g0 oit 0, p 0 341<>
25<> Suggestions for Teaching the Mature and Effects of 

Harcoticso p„ 5 0

26o Albert Deutsehs o^ 0 cit0 9 p 0 15»
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youthful acldlets are found in the wealthier sections ©f 
cities| hut Harry Jo Ansliuger s Oommissieuer ©f the Bureau 
of Hare©ti©ss claims that the few exceptions have been high= 
lighted by press and radio out of all proportion to their 
frequency0 He also gives his opinion that most of the ju
venile addicts come from families in which there is no proper

28
parental training ©r control in decent personal habitso

In considering the sociological aspects of youthful ad
diction, it might be pertinent to inquire if there exists any 
causal factor which is not generally present in other forms 
of youthful deviation from the socially dictated norms <> In ad
dition to the more conventional psychological and social fac
tors which might be considered as causal, there is present yet 
one more contributor toward the making of youthful'narcotic 
addictso It is represented by the factor of the tremendous
financial gain that accrues to those who further the illegal

29 -sale of narcoticSo
' A pound of raw opium costs approximately $10 in the legit

imate price market of the country of origin„ The derivative, 
heroin, which is obtained from the raw opium after much pro
cessing costs approximately $5 $00©-for a kilo (2„2 pounds) on

2?o A''Study in Juvenile Addiction in Los Angeles (Los 
Angeles: Police Department, 1952j0 ~ '
; 2 8o Harry J0 Anslinger, ?,The Facts about our Teen Age

Drug Addicts,^ Header's Digest« 59:137 (©etober 1951}«.
2 9o Loco ,oito • ,
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the foreign market* f M s  qmantity of hero in 9 after m e h  a&ul-
tferatioa, will bring as m e h  as #200,#00 by the time it has
reached the hands of users in capsules ©entaining one grain30
of the nareotibo

The old, time fagia, who might have been a minor contrib
utor toward the delinquency of youth, has now been far out- 
distanced by his modern prototype who employs all the agencies 
of worldwide communication and the efficiency of big business 
in an endeavor which supplies that additional causal factor 
mentioned aboveo ©Be of the tools in the conduct of any busi
ness is public advertising of the product. The big business 
of illegitimate narcotic selling is no exception as regards 
the need for advertising in order to obtain customers. How
ever, since it cannot do so through the legally approved chan
nels of publicity, it uses the very victims it has created for 
that purpose. Held in thrall by the habit and, as regards 
youth, not having the wherewithal to finance his addiction, the 
Victim, as one means of raising funds, can get a portion of 
his supply by introducing his contemporaries to the habit.
The refrain “A friend got me startedf? is frequently heard from

31the lips of young addicts.

30. A Study in Juvenile Addiction in Lo,s Angeles, p. 2 .
31 o Howard Whitman, "How We can Stop Drug Sales to 

Qhildren,w Woman?s Home Oompanion, 78:32 (June 1951)o
Herbert Beam* "Children in Peril," life, 3©1116 

(June 11, 1951)o
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Some Case Hist©ries

4  perusal ©f several ease histories ©f youthful drug
addicts might be of value in forming a paaoramie picture of
some of the iater-related sociological aspects of the problem
with which this chapter deals=

32Sage-He<> It The mother .of the youth believes her sob 
started on the habit when he was about 16 years of age* She no
ticed a behavior change in him soon after the death of his 
father when, she had to ©pea a dress shop to make ends jseet«

It was about this time that she began noticing items such 
as a portable radio9 clothes9 and small electric appliances 
missing from.her home« These thefts did not occur at one 
time but at intervals« At first she thought that a burglar 
might have obtained a key t© her home« Her son seemed to be 
as perplexed and disturbed as she was about the thefts» They 
changed the door leek and kept a wary eye out for the culprit0 

One day the son was laid up after an automobile accident 
(he later admitted it had happened when he was riding with a 
drug peddler) 9 and his.mother noticed that he was highly dis- , 
tramght in a manner which could not be due to his hurt<> After 
much questioning by her he finally confessed that he was ad
dicted to the use of heroin and was suffering because he 
could not leave the house to get his customary supply0 He 
also confessed to having committed .the thefts in, their house

32 o Gamer on Cornell 8 reporter s t?My Son is-a Dope A 
diet,” Saturday Svening Post, 224:20 (January 26, 1952)«
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f@r the purpose of ©htaiming nareotleso
After all her persuasion to get him to forego the hahit 

had failed 3 she deelded to aeeompany him to M s  somree of 
supply from time to time in am effort to regularize and„ if • 
possibles moderate his addiction„ But it was of mo avail»
Om. ©me ©eeasien she had to ramsom from a drug peddler the 
platinum inner portion of the trachea tube which had been in
serted in the boy’s threat subsequent t© the aforementioned 
automobile accident and which her son had pawned with the 
peddlero

She finally had him committed to the Bublie. Health Ser
vice Hospital in Bto Worth« After his discharge as cured, he 
was eight hours late in arriving home by plane0 It developed 
that he had stopped off in 11 Base, When he entered the 
house he was ’’loaded” (under the influence of narcotics)» He 
is now back in the hospitalo The mother states he first began 
using drugs because of the urgimgs of companions0 

0ase Eoo 2 §^3
**1 was going to High School0 Every day I’d meet 

some other boys going from Geometry to History* They’d 
ask me, ®lo you want any Hf8 By H they meant heroin0- 
I’d say, ’Wo, I’ve got no money for that * ’ And one
day a boy said, ’You don’t have to buy it* Gome on in
the wash room and I’ll give you a snort *’

”He kept giving it to me free for three weeks,
then he told me I’d have to buy the stuff* I needed 
it by then* first I started giving up my lunch 
money* But that wasn’t enough» I needed two dollars 
a day because I was sniffing a lot more than I did at

33o Howard Whitman, ©g* ejt0, p0 116*
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first c, I use el pietmre sk©w moaejo I used all my 
all©waaee<> My sister gave m© ten dollars toward a 
smit for my birthday and I msed that too*

**It was eosting me four dollars a day^ then 
six dollars a day, then ten dollars a day* I did 
baby sitting<, I eooked for my sisters while they 

■ were working0 I pawned everything I eonid lay hands 
©Bo I lied to get money ©mt of my familyo I got a 
job and gave np everything for,dope0 I e©aldn*t live without the stiff6

"Eight junkies knew me and they started to eom« 
pete for my business0 Finally I was so desperate for 
money I broke a window in a tailor shop and-ran off 
with a lot of elothingo I was going to pawn it but 
1 got eaughto

”1 never thought I’d get hooked <> I thought the 
junk might get the other kids, but I never thought it 
would get meo”

' The following eases, taken from the files of the Eos 
Angeles Police Department, Indicate some of the methods em
ployed by juveniles in order to seeure their supply of drugs, 

dase l©o 2«
Sene E«=— - is a eomfirmed heroin addict, a "main- 

liner" injecting herein directly into the maim bleed 
vessels of his arm. His body requires five "pops" 
every day, eosting him from §2© to $25 every twenty- 
four hours o He has managed to earn this amount by 
"introducing" other teenagers'into the mysteries and 
eventually, the use of the heroin0 The police report 
on the desk lists five separate cases where good- 
looking Gene H— » has inflicted the dope habit upon 
"girl f r i e n d s a l l  minors» Investigation indicates 
that four of these girls now pay for his", and their 
own, drug supply by means of prostitution,,
Gase HOo

Juvenile officers arrested Edward , 15, in
Venice for possession of a cam of marihuana0 His

34

4 ff.
34o A Study in Juvenile Addiction in Los Angeles, pp„
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parents eensented t© M s  assisting ©ff leers In ,Men= 
tifyimg persons selling marihmama ami heroin in that 
area6 He todk the officers to the Ocean Park ami 
Venice ajamsement zones where he pointed oat numerons malt shops, hot dog standsp and cafes as meeting 
places for juvenile drag addicts and peddlers»

They entered a cafe where they met Mary 
15* who approached Edward and told him ahomt he lag 
questioned hy her mother after ^blasting some 
jointsw (smoking marihuana cigarettes) and getting 
"high0 before going home6

The officers arranged with Mary to attend a 
"blast" party a few nights later« They left the cafe 
with Edward and later the officers were able to ar= 
range a narcotics purchase from the peddler "Blighty" 
who was placed under arrest„ At the time of the r@~ 
ports investigations in that area were centinning„

■ @ a s e  H o c  _ 5 , :  ■

J m d y 1 9 , who had a previous record of nar
cotics use s sex offenses, and other delinquency had 
off ered to assist the police in apprehension of. nar
cotic peddlers, because she had recognized the dangers 
of narcotics to younger children and was sincere in 
her desire to help.

She led off icers to several places in "the '.cen
tral Eos Angeles area where barbiturates were sold 
over the bar. Several juveniles were seen in these 

• places in the company ©f female sex perverts.
It was learned that juveniles came to these 

places to obtain narcotics and to meet sex perverts, 
both male and female => A complete investigation and 
gathering of evidence was planned as a result of 
these visitSo Shortly before the publication of 
this report, nine arrests were made and the eases 
are now pending in the Superior Courto
Case H©o

A radio ear arrest report led juvenile narcotic 
investigators to an auto park on Broadway in cen
tral Los Angeles, where investigation disclosed that 
the.attendant was selling all types of barbiturates 
to juvenileso Sales were transacted under cover of 
parking their automobiles= Arrests were made*



■ AMieti©3i as a DellnqueBG.y ffaeter

The title of this s©eti©n night he emsidered as feeing
#.4mt©l®gieal| for if we are t© aeeept the definition, of mar-
eotie addiction as a eonpmlsiye desire for drugs to the ex-

35teat that it harms the. individual and society s it joaay fee 
postulated that addiction per se can fee construed as delin- 
g.uency, whether applicable to admits or t© minors = Such pos
tulation can fee made with greater emphasis when applied to 
those who have not yet.reached adulthood, for this age group 
grows up to fee the active ingredient (the adult) who collec
tively, through social institutions and the manifold societal 
processes, makes up the pattern of each society*

Br*,Hertha Tarrasch has stated that we all have selfish 
impulses or delinquency potentials which demand satisfaction 
and which .areffrustrated fey our social codes* To tolerate 
frustration and to conform to the standards of the external
world mean emotional maturity which a child or adolescent

36
does not possess*

There are sufficient data available (as will; fee detailed 
later in this^chapter) to indicate that there is a high de
gree of correlation between youthful drug addiction and that 
type of criminal behavior which falls within the general

35o Of* p* 1, ante*
360 Hertha-Tarrasch, ^Delinquency is Normal Behavior,n 

focus, (July 1950)*



elassifI©atiess of efiiaes against property and crimes against 
personso For the parposes of this chapter we shall.refrain 
from referring to addiction per se as delingnemey* and con
sider the two general classifications mentioned» We say there 
fore pose the following questions

l©es addiction to drmgs produce yomthfml 
criminalsa or is preTioms delinqmeney an important 
preiileeting factor toward addiction?

There appear to he sufficient data available to justify a 
qualified affirmative answer to both parts of this question* 

Considering the second part of the question first, it is 
logical to infer that the engaging in illegal activities and 
association with criminals is more apt t© bring an individual 
into contact with illegal sellers and users of narcotics than 
would otherwise be the case * The opportunities for becoming 
an addict are thereby increased, not merely because of the 
possibility of contagion through imitation, but also because 
another avenue of acquiring income illegally has become 
known*

In 195©a ©f the 47 teen-agers arrested in Washington, D*0
for possession of narcotics, 32 had criminal records which be-

38
gan before addiction* Writing in the Ladies* Home Journal, 
G-oM* White gives the ease history of one Roee©1 B* Ago stir©

3 7 o Mabel A* Elliot, Crime in Modern Society (Hew York: 
Harper & Bros*, 1951)? P° 1^% '

38* Harry J* Anslinger, oĵ * cit*, p* 137*



whose association with criminals finally resulted in his be
ing sent to Ilmira Reformatory, Hew York, for possession of 
narcotieso Roee© asserted that many of the youths he knew
■ became addicts after a series of delinquent and criminal 

39aetSo
The qualifying "yes” to the first part of the question 

also has substantiation, as has been illustrated by the ease 
histories previously cited* The Public Health Service Hos
pital at Lexington, Kentucky reports that most of the'boys in
for the cure had no history of delinquency aside from their 

4©addiction* When evaluating the statement firom the hospital, 
it is thought that the variable which has to be considered is 
the length of time of addiction* In other words, whether ad
diction had progressed to the stage where the compulsion re
quired large sums of money not available■to the youthful ad
dict* The compulsive nature of drug addiction, coupled with 
a lack of money to finance the habit, in many eases will in
duce a descent to thievery or prostitution to obtain the money
needed* This is illustrated by the ease histories from the

■. ■ 41 'Los Angeles Police department and by the following excerpts
from testimony before the Senate ©rime Investigating Committee 
The testimony seems to indicate not only a high degree of cor
relation between addiction and delinquency, but also helps

39o S*M* White, "Profile of Youth," Ladies’ Home Journal 68 * 58 {October -1951 )* ' . — . —  ■ * “
4©o Howard Whitman, 033* cit* * p* 115 =
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to point to ai&ietion as an important eausal faet©r0
Testimony of a 17-year-old boy "being 

treated for addiction^
0$ How long M v e  yon been nsing nareotios?

" Ws Two and a half yearso
0: Bid yon finish schooling (H«S<,)?
#: Hoc -
0 s Why .did yom-leaTe?

. ■ Ws Bheamse of drags» -
Gs What, kind-of drngst
Ws Heroin»
Gs Ten nsed reefers (marihmana) before that?
Ws Yes, sir*
Gs Why did yom use reefers?
Ws For the fan of it*
Gs .How old were you when yom started using .reef ers?
Ws About thirteen or fourteen*
Gs How many children of your age did you know, 

roughly, who were using marihuana?
. Ws, Fifty; or a hundred * . .. ■
Gs Bid you usually use &rlhuana on your own 

or in groups?
Ws In groups
Gs How did you happen to get started on herein?
Ws A fellow offered it to me*

42* Hearings before the Special Senate Committee, op* 
eit*, p* 172*

In this and the following testimony nGn indicates 
the chairman and nWt? the witness*
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A friend of yours? ■
m  TeSo ' •- ' -
Gs Bid yon find when you were a snorter (heroin 

snifter) that you needed more?
Ws fhe more I had, the more I wanted,
0s Tom kept on increasing it?
Ws Yes, sir, '
0s Bid you leave school so that you could get

the money to buy drugs with? (fhe hoy had
testified that he spent about eight dollars a 
day for herein,)

Ws Yes,
0s Bo you know of.any children who have been 

killed by overdoses?
Ws Yes, two or three of them,
0: Just from not knowing how mmeh they were taking?
Ws Ho, sometimes they (the peddlers) would give 

them poison in the capsules, ©ne of them died 
from an overdose,

0s Bid you have any trouble keeping a job?
Ws Yes, when I used to get sick (withdrawal symp

toms ) when I couldn’t get the stuff,
0s You sometimes would steal from your mother, 

and steal things around the house?
Vs Yes, anything. ■
0s How,.you knew a lot of children using nar

cotics who were not working, didn’t you?
Vs Yes,
0s What did they do in order t© get money?
Ws They used to rob it,
0s You got in with some of the parties that used • 

to burglarize places?
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lit Yes* '
Ss ¥©mld'y©m have done any of these things if yon 

had not needed the money for these drmgs? *
Wt That was the only reas©n0

Testimony of Miss — , drag addiot^^
Si How old are yon? ,
Wi Twenty0
50 When did you first start smoking reefers?
51 Ohj when I was in high sohoolo 
Gi Ahomt how old were yen, 16?
Wi Yes,
Si A lot of other kids were doing it?
Wi YeSo
Si How long have yon been addieted to heroin?
Vi About two years o
Si Did yon start in with reefers (marihuana 

cigarettes)?
Wi Yes9 sir0
Si And then you switched to heroin because you 

thought it would be better?
Wi Yes. ' •

After much incidental questioningg the witness 
informed the committee that .she had been taking 
five or sis shots of herein a day.

Ci You paid for a'shot then, approximately?
Wi Yes.

43o Ibid.. p. 182.
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0'$ And. you wonld have five er six a day?
#: Yes9 sir, ■
Si So you would spend from $25 to $3© a day on it?
Vs Yes,
©§ How did you get the Money for that?.
Ifr ^Boosting** and eashiag and forging, ©ashing 

government cheeks and forging indorsements on 
government ©hecks,

©g 1?hen you boosted merchandise from stores 9 
where did you sell that?

Ws Mostly to dealers in dope.

Testimony of Miss •=■== 8 Drug Addict^
08. How old are you, Bernice?
Wi nineteen, 1 will he twenty in Septemhero-
©i How old were you when you started using 
/ . marihuana?
W'8 Ten, ■ ■ ' .
08 Ten years old?
Vs . Yes,
08 How old were you when you started using heroin?
Vs About 14 or 15o"
©g How did you happen to start with heroin?
Wg Curiosity,
Cs .. Just because the others were doing it?
Wg Yes,’ -
C: How, how much were you using?

44o Ibid,, p, ISf,
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.Ws An eighth of an ©mm©© three times a 4ay0 •
G: An eighth of an ©mn©e three times a day?
m  Tesc
G8 H©w mmeh did that cost you?
Wt Seventy-five dollar s<,
Si Seventy-five dollars' a day?
W: Teso ̂  ■ :
08 Hew did yem get that money» that |75 a day?
W§ ©h, I begged and borrowed«
0: Bid yom ever d© any stealing?
Ws ©heekSo'
Os Tom were stealing government eheeks?
Ws Teso
Os And yom did d© some prostitmtion to get money?
Ws Yes. ■ . t ■

. ‘ ' *  ,

: Testimony ©f Mr. — drmg addiet^
0s How' ©Id are yom, Harvey?
Ws Eighteen years old. ■;
0s When, did yom start smoking marihmana?

Mo answer.
0. Abomt how old were yom?
Ws I remember that the year was 1948, the first 

part of 1948,: and I am 18 mow.
0s Then yom were abomt 15 years old?
Ws Yes.

45o Ibid.. po 194.
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Os Were m©st of the kids whom yem kmew smoking . imariMana?
Wt ■ Tes s the majority ©f'_th®m.o
0: When did you start using herein?
Ws I started using heroin in the middle of about 

1949 I guesss during the summer0
0: How mmeh a day did you spend for it?
Ws Well, I would say on an average of about $20, 

Although I did start off just spending •$1,5® 
a day, hut I built it up0

Os You kept wanting more and more all the time?
Ws Yes. , - . '
Os Tell ms how you got the money for that?
Ws Well, mostly for what I am doing time for now, mail theft.
§s You were working in the post offiee, weren’t you? ■

Ws Yes, I was a substitute earlier during the 
Ghristmas rush, ‘

0 s You mean you would f ind letters that had money 
in them?

Ws Yes. ■ '  V
0s And then you would take that?
Ws Yes.
0s Bid you find it hard to work when you were 

on this dope?
Ws Very hard.
0s What was the effect?
Ws If I was under the influence of the drug, I

had no initiative to work... I walked off a 
countless number of jobs because of the habit. 
I only worked just until pay day, and I never 
kept a job longer than that.



Si As s o o b  as yea get this money yom wbmld mse it f©p dragst
Wi Yes *
Si Tell me this3 were the girls addicted the , same as the fellows?
Wi ©h, yes*
Si Were they indulging in prostitution in order 

to get the money?
Wi Wo lines were drawn anywheres prostitution9

shop-lifting,, burglary, armed robbery, ©ashing 
stolen eheekSo

The parade of witnesses before the Senate ©emmittee fills 
page after page, and exeerpts from the statements of only a 
few witnesses have been listed by way of illustration,. That 
addiction was a cause of delinquent behavior on the part of the 
individuals quoted above is. hardly ©pen to question in view 
of the testimony. But what of the contention that the young 
person was neurotic, or had delinquency inclinations, to begin 
with,. as exemplified by the following quotation from the lmey~

ooo but this /narcotic addiction^ happens chiefly in individuals of weak will power who would 
just as easily become victims of intoxicating 
drinks and who are practically moral imbeciles often addicted to other forms of depravity,46

This viewpoint patently does not take into consideration the
influence of the complexity of societal factors, including

■ 46, Encyclopedia Britaimiea ■ (Hew Yorkt Encyclopedia 
Britanmica Corp,, 1951 ).7"^T7™8Tr,
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the import ami emoept' of differential ass ©elation first ad-
■ - 47vane ed "by the criminologist Edwin Ho Sutherland &

Perhaps Br<> Lawrence Kolh,put the matter in proper per-
speetive when he stated, while diseussing the finesti©a of
whether youthful addicts, were neuroties or ineorrigibles:

It is difficult in some eases to determine 
whether the moral deterioration has been wholly 
or partly due to drugs or whether it would have 
occurred in the natural evolution of their per
sonalities o,o hut the studies of their life 
histories seem to show that narcotics added a 
handicap which made them worse than they otherwise 
would have beeno48

4?o In short9 that criminal behavior is learned like 
any other behavior s jgojgo, through association with groups whose 
behavior sets a pattern for the individual who remains with 
the groupo Edwin H d Sutherland, Principles of Criminality 
(Philadelphia: J0B» Lippincott Govs 19471V PP° 3@9o

4#o ^Pleasure and Deterioration from Hareotic Addiction," 
Mental Hygiene, 9:711 (October 1925)»
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. 1S1EBIAL MEASimiS 

Introduction

In this chapter it is proposed t© explore the measures 
of a preventive nature which have heen undertaken or sug
gested for the purpose of reducing the incidence of narcotic 
addiction* It is net within the scope of this chapter to 
treat with medical therapeutic measures after addictiona ex
cept where they may he correlated with measures which are 
thought to be of a preventive nature*

The sociological concept that many of the disorganizing 
situations in, society come about because of a lack of the 
proper principles concerning societal Interaction can of 
course be advanced when discussing youthful narcotic addic
tion* Some of the components of this concept have been taken 
into consideration by the Senate Committee investigating or
ganized crime in Interstate commerce when it stated:

Since personal tragedy, unidentified childhood 
frustrations, family discords, poverty, etc* oft- 
times contribute toward the making of an addict, any 
action which has the effect of improving living con- 

, ditions, strengthening home environment, and gener
ally dontributing to the security of the individual 
will helpo1

1* Organ!zed Grime in Interstate Bommeree (Washington: 
Govt* Printing Office, 1951), Senate leport Ho* 725, Po 33°
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• However, since this 'appreaeh M s  M e n  alluded to• ea -in- 
nmEera'ble © ccas ions as ana venue of research for a multi™ 
piicity of ills which affect our society, remedial measures 
of greater specificity concerning our problem will be alluded 
to herein, to wit: legal and educational* .

Many individuals and groups in our American society when
confronted with a socially disorganizing situation will redom™
mend that ”We ought to pass a law*" As regards narcotics and
their emnloymemt, our government has not been wanting in pass™
ing laws* Whether the laws are in theory oriented toward
retribution (or vengeance), deterrence, reformation, or repara
tion, it may well be .contended that they can be considered

3under the broad classification of social utility* Modern 
students of society realize that severity of punishment has 
not eliminated the perpetration of acts considered as being 
contrary to the well being of any society at any particular 
time, and yet no competent authority has been found which has 
advocated the abolition of all laws *

Reliance on legal sanctions as being the best preventive 
measures is disputed by some competent authorities, as the dis 
cussion will indicate* However; since the main concern of

2* 8f« Appendix B, post*
3* Mabel A* Hlliot, Grime in Modern Society (Hew York: 

Harper & Bros., 1952), p* 446.



this gager is with yentjaf ml addietiom t© aare©ties9 it m y  be 
pestmlated that any measares ©f a genitive matare whieh les= 
sea or helg to deter the Illegal distribution ©f nareoties

4would also help to ameliorate the problem under disomssiea«
In our country there are two federal agenciess both 

under the direction and supervision of the Secretary of the 
Treasury and one of which, the Bureau of narcotics, is con
cerned solely with the enforcement of our narcotic laws0 
This agency also cooperates with (1) the State Department in 
discharge of our international obligations concerning the 
traffic in narcotics and (2) the several states in the supres-
Sion of the abuse of narcotic drugs in their respective juris- 

5dictionso The other agency, the Oust©ms Bureau, as part of
yits over-all duties concerning the proper entry of merchandise 

into this country enforces the tariff provisions concerning 
the legally allowed entry of raw opium and coca leaves, and
endeavors to stop entry into the United States of contraband

6 ; , : '

4o Ofo po SB, ante, for reference to social causes of a 
more general nature„

5o Harry Jo Anslinger and Wa<> 1 0 Tompkins, The Traffic • 
in narcotics (lew Yorks Funk & Wagnalls Do., 1953), p. 149=

6o From statements made by Ted Simpson, UoS0 Sustoms 
agent for Arizona, at a forum on narcotics held at the Univer
sity of Arizona on February 9, 1954° The following statement 
of Mr. Simpson might be worthy of comparison with remarks in 
this paper (ef° p° 39» ante) with reference to the socially 
qualitative difference between the illicit importation of nar
cotics and other merchandise. Hr. Simpson saidt t?As enforce
ment agents, we of course are vigilant to prevent entry of 
contraband of any nature;, but we can't sleep well nights when
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!She. Btaream ©f' l&reotios states tkat-with, the sigaiag of 

the Boggs Bill hy the President ©n Howmber 2 9 1951$ which 
called' for more severe mndatory penalties for violators of 
the narcotic laws,- the end of the year showed a halt in the 
increase of teen-age- drug addiction and also a shift by nar
cotic trafficker's to other .rackets following the sentencing 

- " • - / ’ : . ' ' 8of second- and third-term offenders to long prison terms0
. The trend of legislation with respect to narcotics has 

been toward increasing severity0 The first regulatory mea
sure whi ch. dealt with narcotics, tat only in am incidental 
and .relatively mild manner, was the Pure Food and Drugs Act 
of 19@9 which curtailed the narcotic content of patent medi
cines and beverages (soothing syrups containing laudanum, 
an opium derivative, were popular at that time as children’s 
medicine)q The first comprehensive legislation with refer
ence to illegal sale of narcotics was the Harrison Hareoti© 
Act of 1914o This act imposes a tax on narcotics, legislates
the manner of their sale, and provides penalties for viola- 10
tionSo The Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 brought this weed

60 (eonto) we find evidence of narcotic smuggling be
cause of the thought of the dangers to our young citizensow

/7o Ofo PPo 92-93 $ POSto
So Traffic in Opium and Other  

tong G-ovto Printing Office, l95T):, p<, 5
91 Donald Pc' Wilson, Zy Six Oonviets (Hew Yorkg line= 

hart & 0oo, 1951)$ P» 327=
10o Public Law Moo 223$ of <, Appendix B, posto



ranter restrictions similar to those placet on other narcotics11
by the Harrison Act.

When the Senate committee investigating crime in inter
state commerce made disclosure ©f the partial extent of the 
illegal traffic in narcotics» the demand for more severe legis
lation became increasingly insistent0 At the time of the in
vestigation, federal judges could hand down indeterminate sen
tences which could not exceed ten years (the average length 
of sentence was ,18 months) and indeterminate fines not exceed
ing There was no mandatory requirement to distinguish

12
. between first and second offenderso

Gommissioner Amslinger, while testifying ih committee 
hearings on.the Boggs Bill, stateds ^Where stiffen penalties 
are handed out the traffic tends to disappear; where the sen
tences are light the traffic is heavy0R He cited the cities 
of Memphis, Tennessee and Atlantic Gity, Mew Jersey where the
traffic virtually disappeared when jail sentences of seven and 

■ : '■ . : 13five years, respectively, were handed down by the judges<,
Amslinger?s views were seconded by other writers on the sub
ject, and as a partial solution of the problem they advocated

11o Public Law MOo 238, cf= Appendix B, post &
12<> George B, Connery, "Qontrol of Mareotie Addiction,” 

Journal of the American Medical Association, 114:116 (MovemberTrrmir:'— ~ — —  — — — »

13o Hearings before a Sub-committee of the Committee on 
Ways and Means, House" of Eepresentat ives, 82nd Congress, 1st 
-Session, ©n-HoB 0 349© and'Hoi* 34So
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s t i f f e r  p en a ltie so

Tke Boggs Law5, passed in 1951» which had the approval of
the Federal Earcotics Bmreau9 appears t© have met the demand
for stiffer penalties, This law provided for a $2 9©0@ fine
im every ease, and mandatory jail sentences as follows?

1st offense - not less than two years ©r more than five
2nd offense = not less than five years or more than ten
3rd offense = not less than ten years or more than 2 0 0

The law also inelmded marihmma as earning within its provi=
15sions9 Fahlie Law Moo 3 2 0, approved March B, 1946," ez= 

tended the application of the federal narcotic laws to any 
synthetic drug which'th^Secretary of the Treasury, after pub
lic hearings, declares to have addiction-forming or addletion-

16sustaining liabilities similar to morphine or cocaine?
National legislation has been supplemented by the states, 

42 of which have adopted the Uniform Narcotic Act which paral
lels, federal legislation, and two more have the equivalent of 
this Act on their statute books <, The only states which do not
have restrictive legislation are? Kansas, Massachusetts, New

17
Hampshire, and Washington?

1 4 ? Margaret B? Krieg, ^Teen-age Drug Addicts^ Journal 
of the' National Iducational Association, 4©«341 (May If^D"?

15» Public Law No? 255s, of. Appendix B, post?



©n the l©eal level and as further indieatlen of the eon=
eentration of nareotio law violators in large, centers of pop-» •
■mlatien., 16 cities having a population of 500 3 000 or more. . . .  ~ ' - 18 
have special narcotic squads within their police departmentss
And Chicago has the only court in the world which handles mar-

19eetie cases exclusively9 ;
It is not a crime to he am addict» The offense is to

2©
illegally possess, transport, or sell narcotic drugso For
this reason the bosses of the narcotic racket never knowingly
come in contact with a user, t© obviate the possibility of a
selling connection being established^ Lindesmith claims that
the emphasis dm increasingly .severe penalties helps in the
creation and perpetuation of an illicit traffic and the pauper^ •
ization and demoralization of addicts, as well as the stlamia=

21 •
tiom of crime9 particularly theft and pr©stltution0 He-
states furthers

The agencies which enforce anti-mareotic legis
lation have become a vested interest in the status 
quo, and the fact that addicts in most of the other 
nations of the West are not nearly as criminal as 
these of the Waited States has been ign©red022 z .

18. Ibido o 1952, p. 1©C
19o Philip Eelson, Slaves to Drugs Wnveiled in Court:

The Dope Peril I ©hi cages ©rime Prevention Bureau, 195TT7™
20o Letter from Richard So Griffith, Shief Deputy WoSo larshal, Tucson, Arizona0 '
21o Alfred R0 Lindesmith, Opiate Addiction (Bloomington, 

IndoS Prineipia Press, 1947), p» 192o



Lin&esmith also helleves that physlelams, many of whom 
claim drag addiction is a -disease, should have the right to 
prescribe for addicts as they have in England,, Although the 
Harrison Brag Act exempted physicians g dentists9 and other 
practitioners (except for keeping a record), the Treasury Be- 
partment has interpreted the Act to mean that a doctor’s pre
scription for an addict is unlawfuls although exceptions are 
made in the ease of aged and infirm addicts for whom with
drawal of the drug would result in death, and in the ease of 

' ■■ 23 .addicts suffering from incurable disease„
Hro Kolb contends that the addict’s constant fear of ar

rest or a term in the pen, if found in illegal possession of 
narcotics, helps bring about a consequent loss to the social 
fabrico He says that the whole train of events connected with 
the fear of the legal eonsetuenees hflps bring about unfavor
able character changes and gradual moral deterioration, and
converts what might have been fairly useful citizens into out-

V"' 24easts, idlers, and dependents0
A suggestion which seems in a measure to offer a method

of meeting some of the objections of Kolb and Lindesmith, and
which has been indicated as a means of undermining the illicit

' 25traffic was made by Aiden Stevenso He suggests that we

23o Ibid,* Po 190o
24» Lawrence Kolb, ’’Pleasure and deterioration from nar

cotic Addiction," Mental Hygiene, 9 =699-724 (October 1925)G
25o Alien Stevens, ’’Sake Dope Legal,” Harper’s Magazine, 

205:40 (Movember 1952)6 . . ‘ ’



iaake dope legal or, more speelfically, establish elinles where
the addiets, under- proper supervision, eould get both drugs
and treatment on an out-patient basis at a very nominal eost0
This suggestion runs counter to the policy of the Bureau of

26
narcotics which recommends institutionalization and also
claims that Stevens’ suggestion would only open another avenue

2?
of supply in addition to the illicit trade,, Stevens claims
that the American Medical Association was instrumental in the
;elosing of such clinics, which had been established at one
time (these had been in operation in 15 or more states in
1 9 2 1), although there are no specific laws on the statute 
' ' 2B
books forbidding such clinics, x

Stevens further contends that such clinics would go a
long way toward reducing the number of addicts, because the
ranks of the peddlers would be reduced since the profit motive
in creating new addicts would be largely eliminated. The
risks attending the traffic would then not be worth the return,
for an addict ©nee ’’hooked” could get his supply for a mere
pittance of the former illegal cost. The tightening of laws
against sellers and the imposition of stiffer sentences is not
objected to by Stevens, but without the establishment of
clinics these legal measures drive the price of drugs sharply

26o 6fd footnote 2 , Chapter IT, p 0 5S, ante.
2?o Harry I, Ahslinger, ,.t$The Tacts About our Teen-age 

Drug Addicts,” Header’s Digest, 59«137 (October 1951)=
280 Alden Stevens, op. cite, po 40=



Upward and help to prodmee a larger amount of erlme hy 4es-
perate addiets who have a© other alternative for obtaining
money for the. smpply they needo

liindesmlth is fnite assertive in his arguments against
the effectiveness of punitive measures = He asserts that the
principal reason for the American addict's criminality is not
connected with the effect of the drm^s as sueh, but rather

3©with the high cost of the drmgo He further states that in
India.where there is much addiction but where opium is inex-

■ 31 'pensiveg there is little criminality among addicts© While
hindesmith refers to addicts in general and does not specific-
ically allude to youthful addicts> there are sufficient data
to demonstrate the high correlation.between youthful addiction

32, 33and criminality»
For those who recommend the legislative approach as the 

most effective remedial measure there is no dearth of federal

29= Ibid©, p© 41o A recent demand for the institution 
of clinics has been noted in an AoFo dispatch to the Arizona 
Daily Star of March 1, 1953 which quoted Dr„ Berger of the 
Richmond Gounty Medical Society, H'ew Tork, as suggesting the 
setting up of government clinics, operating under proper safe
guards , where addiets could get their dope for 15 or 3©^ a 
dose©

3©» Alfred R© Dimdesmlth, og© cit,, p0 IBS©
31 o lo.Co cit©
32© Sf© pp© 73 ffo, Some Gase Histories9 ante.
33o When considering comparisons with other countries in 

regard to addiction and criminality, the whole cultural pattern 
of the respective -countries must be kept in mind© In some 
countries addicts may not present a problem, just as in other 
countries slums, poverty, sickness among the lower classes, etc© 
do met present "problems©t?



statutesg as has 'been peintet ©at; and the Senate Committee 
t© Investigate ©rime in Interstate ©omeree reinforeed this 
viewpoint when it suggested the passage of the Boggs law

34which was recommended by the Federal Bureau of narcotics*

Educational.

In discussing remedial measures of a legal nature we have 
dealt with punitive processes 9 the orientation of which might 
be said to be in the direction of deterrence and perhaps refor
mation, especially in the ease of offenders who are also ad
dicts and who are sent to the federal hospitals at Ft* Worth 
and Lexington* Another Important aspect of our narcotic laws 
is their intent t© reduce the supply of narcotics in illegal 
channels, which supply obviously is an important factor in ad
diction and its concomitant effects*

We now discuss the preventive measure of education of 
youth on the subject of narcotics* The difference of opinion 
regarding this type of education, as the data will show, cen
ters around education in schools* It might be postulated that 
the youth of our country do receive a degree of informal educa
tion on this subject, if we may assume that many of them read 
the popular magazines* Research furnishes Evidence that a con
siderable volume of articles about youthful addiction has

35-appeared during the past few years in press and periodicals* '

34* Of* Appendix 1, Public Law Mo* 2 5 3, post*
35= Of. Bibliography, post*



The ehief proponent. of %io education*5 is the Federal
Bureau of Hareoties according to the representations of its
eomaissiomer, Harry 3T» Amslinger» The Bureau does not favor
direct education of youth about narcotics, claiming that many
young persons, once their curiosity is aroused, will ignore
the warning and will experiment on themselves with disastrous 

36
.resultso However, the Bureau does publish an eight-page
primer for those who want to go ahead with an educational

' 37 ' '’ 'program, although Soiamissioner Anslinger states in a loose- 
leaf insert that his Bureau is definitely against education 
of this typeo

The Whited Nat ion5 s Economic and Social QotmeiVs Commis
sion on Narcotic Drugs also maintains that direct propaganda 
in schools or in other places can he employed with advantage 
only in certain countries where drug addiction has assumed 
widespread proportions, such as in Shina, India, Iran, and 
Thailand; and that in other countries where it is of a more
sporadic character, such measures would he definitely danger- 

33
OUSo

. MTo Braden,- President of the New York Gity Anti-Drug 
Gomaittee, is tnoted as stating that there was no drug

360 Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs, 1951$ 
po 9o -

37o W 0S 0 Treasury Dept,, Bureau of Narcotics, living 
Death; The Truth about Drug Addiction (Washington; Govt0 Primt- 
HT^ffie.e, 1952), ,

3So Traffic in ©plum and tther Dangerous Drugs, 1951$
PPo 3-4o

Uns¥. o f Arizona Library
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ai.€ieti©B among stmdents ©f the independent religions sehools
smeh as the ©athelie and Pretestant pareehial schools and
the Yeshiva (Jewish) institutions where mo instruction re-

39garding narcotics is giveno The Welfare ©omneil of Hew
York City? which has made a special study of the problem of
youthful addiction and is devoting much effort to cope with
this phenomenon in the Hew York Gity area, takes direct issue 

1 4©with the Bureau of narcotics on the matter of education0
The Gouneil net only approves of the teaching in the public 
schools about narcotics, but also offers assistance5 in the dis
cussion of the subject at Parent-Teacher Association meetings, 
young folks8 clubs, and other civic organizations*

Hew York State law requires -appropriate teaching concern
ing narcotic's, ■ and the Board of Education of the Gity of Hew 
York follows the law to a comprehensive degree* In its pam
phlet to teachers it lists, among others, the following as 
topics for discussion in the classrooms§

History of narcotic drugs
Forms in which illegal drugs.may be intro
duced (caps, pills, injections, etc„)
Manner in which some persons become intro
duced to habit forming drugs

39o James G* Gonhiff, f,B© Schools Teach Drug Addiction,R 
Gatholic Digest, February 1952»

4©o The Menace of Hareotics to the Ghildren of Hew York:
A Plan to Eradicate the EvjlT^Hew York {^Welfare Council of 
Hew York Gity, August 1951)7 Appendix D 0
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Iffeet ©f nareoties m. general Mealth and social behavior<,41
In spite of the admonition in the introduction to the pam
phlet that ?fIt is recognized that caution will have to be 
kept in mind; e0gc8 the detailed descriptions of the proce
dures in taking nareoties,1* it has been maintained that a
program smeh as outlined in the Board of Education booklet

' 42
teaches children more about narcotics than is desirable 0
It is of interest to note the following information which was
gleaned from compositions written by pupils in the Hew York
Sity public schools, where instruction is given on the mature
and effects of narcotic drugs: - /

All addicts known by children started using 
drugs because of the urging of friends<>

They could buy an "outfit** (heroin injection 
kit) in drug stores for 45 cemtSo

Heroin is sniffed in class under the eyes ©f teacherso43» 44
The Los Angeles Board of Education has published a book

let regarding narcotics, but only qualified teachers receive
■: . ' ' . ' ■' ■ ' ■ ■ ■ - ■. . • 45special assistance in outlining a course for juveniles0

41o Suggestions for Teaching the lature and Effects of 
narcotics (New York: Board of Education, June 19511*7"

420 James Bv: Sonmiff, op, ©ito
43® Suggestions for Teaching the Nature and Effects of 

Harcoticso
,44® "Hew York is Children Accuse," Life, 30:21 (June 1951)a
45a Information and Suggestions for the Teaching of 

Earcotics and"their Effects (Los Angeles: Oity Board of Educa
tion, ©et ober 1 9 5 1)'a**" "T!"" ’"
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At a Yomtji 0©meil meeting in. TmeseHj Arizona wMek the 
writer attended in November,' 1 9 5 3s it was stated by a seh©©l 
soeial werker that mo smeh in st m e t  ion is given since no nar
cotic problem has become apparent to the school authorities0 
At the same meeting Police ©kief Hays also stated that the 
use of narcotics was ©f minor proportions and was confined main
ly to marihuana smoking among some of the Mexiean-Ameriean 
youthsg and that there existed an in-transit situation with 
respect to the narcotics traffic since Tucson is only 65 miles 
from the Mexican borderc:

The Senate Committee to Investigate Crime in Interstate 
Commerce does not agree with the Federal Bureau of Hare©tie© 
on the matter of education» In its final report it statess

The Committee does not subscribe to the theory 
that public discussion of drug addiction should be 
avoided to protect non-addicts from being tempted to 
try drugs0 As in the case of venereal diseases ? the 
attack upon which has been greatly advanced by pub
lic knowledge, the■Committee believes that much will 
be gained by a carefully devised program of educa
tion designed to make the people of the nation aware 
of the true facts regarding the excessive use of nar
cotic drugso

The Committee believes that education should 
start in the schools and social organizations of 
the country and should be carried from there to the 
homeo The basic responsibility for such a program 
rests on the shoulders of the country’s educational 
leaders who should carry it forward at the local level»4©
The fuestion of the advisability of education as a

460 Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce (Washingtm i
Govt o Printing Office, August 3 1 ,' 1951), Senate Report H© 0
725, p.o 33o



5P@ffle.dial ©r affleli©native step is not an- easy one to resolve* 
Ostrioh-like ignoranee does not seem to be advocated by any 
eompetent student of the problem; the greatest difference of 
opinion appears to be in the matter of implementatien0; It 
would seem that on the q.u@sti©n of public education and/or 
education in the public schools the avenue of approach is 
indicated in the words "carefully devised*1 of the Senate re^



Am analysis of tke sm'bjeot matter of this paper ladi- 
eates what is believe# to be am important area .for further 
researeh an# also leads the writer to postulate 'seme 'eonelu
sions from the data ineladed in the present researeh* These 
aspeets of the analysis will be discussed under three head
ings i (1) Indicated Area for Further Researchs (2) The Im
pact of Imternational Factorss and (3) An Hypothesis and a 
Re©ommendationo

Indicated Area for Further Research

©me of the.more controversial aspects of the problem 
under discussion is brought to the fore when the subject of a 
lfcmre?:f is mentioned» As the data have illustrated, while 
there is agreement on the possibility of a physiological cure 
in the sense that the body itself will me longer demand the 
narcotic, there is less agreement with the contentions that a 
total cure is impossible because of the psychological and so
cial factors involvedo

The raising of this controversial issue helps to empha
size the inter-relatedne ss of a wide variety of factors when 
cause and effect are being considered» The remedial measures 
which have been undertaken fall into the categories of the



legal s educationalg, aad medical— the last of which has been 
alluded to only peripherally in this paper0 But no measures, 
with the exception of penal incarceration or hospitalization, 
both of temporary duration, have been undertaken as a broad 
policy which would physically remove the youthful addict from 
his former geographical environment and his former community- 
©f-interest associations*

While educational measures and the inauguration of more 
salutary activities may lead to new social groupings, they 
also may not* When, after a ^emre,11 the youthful addict meets 
the narcotic peddler who still lives in his neighborhood, or 
when he is confronted by his contemporaries who admonish him 
to be Hone of the gang,® what happens then? Are we not ask
ing the youth to exercise will power and judgment beyond his 
chronological capacity?

T® bring more light on the question of permanency of a 
cure and to provide additional data in support or denial of 
the statement "once an addict, always an addict,® it is 
thought that a comprehensive research project of the following 
nature would provide much scientific data*

It is recommended that an analysis with respect to youth
ful addiction be made, ten years after the date of discharge, 
of a representative number of addicts who have been under 
treatment at government hospitals at age 21 or under 0 Such 
analysis and the subsequent case histories should help to 
establish significant correlations between permanent cure, if 
any, and the change or lack of change in the geographical and



seeial environmento It womld help also to put in sharper . 
foams infInenees of a psyehologieal and soeial nature whieh 
have been advaneed- as affeeting the permanen#^ of a emre0

The Impaet of International Factors

©mtside of the small qmantity of Indian hemp (marihuana) 
whieh either grows wild or is illegally pla&ted9 there is no 
private emltivation ef the principal nareotie-prodmeing 
plants (poppy plant and- eoea plant) in this eomntryo Since 
the mammfactmre of narcotics from legally imported materials 
or the manufaetmre ef synthetic narcotics is very well rega«=- 
lateds a valid assmmption may be made that the preponderant 
am©mat of illegal supplies comes from abroad<,

In a letter to Congressman Sammel T©rtys which as wSxten=> 
sion of Re mark s’’ was published in the Congressional Record of 
the 83rd Somgress, 1st Session, Commissioner ins linger of the 
Federal Bmreau of Narcotics stated that ©mr agents have a dif
ficult task to circumvent the illegal entry of narcotics into 
this country0 We have a total of 9,@©© miles of coast line 
and long international borders to the north and south*

In the section of, this thesis entitled wL©gal Remedial 
Measures’8 mention was made. of. the desire of the Federal 
Bureau, ©f Narcotics to have all our states pass legislation 
similar to federal legislation for the control of narcotics 
within their political jurisdictions* ©me might wonder why 
this should be necessary when a sufficiency of national laws - 
is in existence* The answer lies in the increased degree of



eaf ©reeaent that wemll a ©erne ami. the eliaimatien ®f the 
necessity for.a larger and eonsefmemtly more costly federal 
enforcement agency» In most instances9 local jurisdictions 
can enforce state narcotic laws in addition to their other 
duties without adding any /burdensome operating expense to 
their police budgets <, •

In any event, if the local authorities are either lax in 
or B©n«desirens of enforcing any narcotic laws which m y  be 
in force in their jurisdictions, the federal authorities have 
the right to step in, in ©as© of irregular transactions0 Hew- 
ever, our government has no such right over the actions of 
. foreign governments * <3 ©operation by such nations can be ob
tained only through international agreements» JLs Arthur 
Woods, former Police Commissioner of Hew York Sity, stated:

©me nation can have the world at its mercy0 
It cam make huge profits for some of its citizens 
and can comfortably enrich its own ©offers0 To 
achieve this all it need do is fail to control the 
manufacture and distribution of narcotic drugs 
within its own territory* The smuggler will do the 
rest*1
During 'World War II when our soldiers found themselves 

in some forlorn spot of the globe, many were wont to ask why 
it m s  necessary to fight for this or that blankety-blank 
place* Many civilians also asked similar questions* As more 
information was made available to the questioners, it became 
apparent why it was- a matter of concern to our country to take

1* Arthur Woods, Dangerous Drugs: The World light 
Against Illicit Traffic in narcotics (Hew Havens Yale Univer
sity Press, 193177



esegnizambe &t what happened im Page Pago* Today we find fa.es- 
tiens of a similar natnre being asked.and statements being 
pade .whieh overtly r-ecommend a withdrawal from conoerted and 
cooperative action on an international scale*

As every student of society (whatever the name of the 
field of stmdy) realizes, the camsal factors which produce a 
social phenomenon are not only varied, but may have their 
genesis in events far removed in both time and space* A situ
ation has real meaning not only in itself, but as it is con
sidered in relation to a host of other situations* And in our 
modern world of fast travel and fast communication, the tempo 
of inter-related causality has assumed seven league boots*

In view of the data presented in this paper, it seems 
that it might be salutary to point out the implication of in
ternational factors in the drug traffic to certain individuals 
and groups, persons who call for action against dope peddlers 
“who corrupt our youth" and who also cry out against the 
policy of acting in consort with other nations through some 
agency set up for the purpose of international cooperation*
We cannot ethically ask foreign governments for their assis
tance in helping us to control a problem that presents us with 
a socially disorganizing situation and refuse to cooperate 
with them on other matters which might be their concern* "He 
who asks favors must also be ready to extend them*"



In the imtre&metien to this paper it was stated that 
while jomthfml addletion to nareotles might he discussed as a 
discrete problems it is at the same time inextricably linked 
with addiction by whatever- age group and with the general 
control of narcotics0 .The degree of this form of social &is*» 
organization (yomthfml narcotic addiction in the United 
States) is of course difficult to establishs either quanti
tatively .©r qualitatively6 That a problem does exist would 
seem to be indicated by the great amount of public attention 
which has been given t© this phenomenons coupled with the uni
versal desire that Ksomething be done about itoh

It has not been the purpose nor within the scope of this 
paper to treat with the general subject of juvenile delin
quency o While many behavior patterns indicating juvenile de
linquency are mo longer adhered to by many individuals when 
they reach maturity and become more conscious of their obliga
tions to societys youthful narcotic addiction has an aspect 
peculiarly its own. It represents a deviation from the norm 
whicha if uncontrolled, becomes progressively greater with the 
passage of time 0 - ' '

Many causes of juvenile delinquency are so obscure and. so 
highly correlated with the maturation process that, as one 
wit remarkeds "The only way to eliminate juvenile delinquency 
is to eliminate juveniles0,$ Howevers with the specific type 
represented by narcotic addiction, it is self-evident that
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wl'bh aB'absemee ©f nareetles' there womld be ne. delingueney 
©f this eategery0

The general patterns ©f beeemimg addicted and hew mar= 
©©ties are distributed and procured are known with some de
gree of eertainty0 This definitive knowledge offers our 
soeiety some important aids in dealing with the problem as 
compared with the multiplicity of causal factors which induce 
youthful anti-social behavior0

Howevers it requires more than an awareness and a desire 
for control to reduce a social ill to an innocuous position 
in the storehouse of society’s ailments0 Society must also 
possess all the available knowledge regarding the situation 
plus the power to put into effect the controls it desires to
% ' ' iinstituteo Whether the controls are the best possible under 
the circumstances is of no great moment 0 If not proven effi
cient , the society will make them mere so, provided, however, 
that all the components of the following hypothesis are presentt 

Any socially disorganizing phenomenon can be re
duced to innocuous proportions, provided that there 
' are present; a realization that a problem exists; am 
effective will to control the problem; the power to 
put into effect the desired controls0
When the Inglish foisted opium on the Chinese, the ruling 

class of Ghinese society clearly realized that a problem would 
come.into being with the introduction of the narcotic„ The 
will to control the impending problem was present, but the 
authorities lacked the power to effectuate their will» They
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desired, to put eontrols Into effeet (the pr ©Mb it ion of tie 
importation of the nareotio)* hut they laeked the power to 
win the so-ealled Opium Wars0

It is not neeessary that outside influences militate 
against any society’s wish to remedy any disorganizing situa
tion existing in its culture0 A lack of virility in its so
cial structure or internal organization, or the presence of 
powerful vested interests may negate any constructive effort0 
However, in our society the phenomenon of youthful addiction 
to narcotics is definitely related to foreign influences, as 
the data have shown0

If we apply the aforementioned hypothesis to the problem 
of youthful narcotic addiction in the Waited States, a recom
mendation for action will present itself„ A superficial con
sideration of the hypothesis in relation to this phenomenon 
would indicate that all three of its components are present 
in our society* The data have shown that: (1) there exists
an awareness or realization that a problem exists, (2) there 
is present a will to control the problem, and (3) we have the 
power to pass and enforce legislation to put controls into 
effect*

A more careful analysis brings to the fore some impor
tant factors which should be taken into consideration before 
the problem can be reduced to harmless proportions 0 These 
factors present themselves in relation to the second and third 
components of the hypothesis*

Is this will to control an effective one in the respect
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that the fullest knowledge has been brought t© bear ©n the 
problem? In our diseussion of educational remedial measures 
we- have listed arguments pro and e©n0 By direst statement 
and by implication, the value of smeh education has been 
argued with reference to the advisability of disseminating in
formation regarding narcotics and narcotic addiction. Inter
estingly, however, although all competent authorities are 
aware of the international factors involved, the research has 
not revealed any concerted effort to educate the general pub
lic in this regard,

.The final report of the Senate Committee to Investigate 
Organized Srime in Interstate Commerce (Senate Beport Ho, 725) 
speaks of the need for a **carefully devised” educational pro
gram with regard to narcotic addiction, The Committee cor
relates the benefits which have been achieved from the educa
tional program against venereal disease with possible similar 
benefits from a carefully devised program against narcotic ad
diction.

There is no international conspiracy either between indi
viduals or groups to increase the incidence of venereal dis
ease, Research has not revealed that the bacilli which cause 
venereal disease are being smuggled into our country or that 
they are being cultivated as a profit crop. In order for an . 
effective will to be present, it logically follows that the 
public should have complete information regarding all avenues 
for effective control.
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The Los Angeles ©ity Board of Education offers us a 
ease' in point fey' its anomalous stand with regard to the use 
of all available knowledge pertaining to narcotic addicti©n0 
This Board published a pamphlet on narcotics for use in the 
public schoolso Howevers the Board has forbidden the dissem
ination of information in the public schools regarding the 
workings of the Shited Bations Educational3 Scientific9 and 
Cultural Organization (BEESGO) under whose aegis international 
narcotic controls'are supervisedo Hot only is the knowledge 
which the Los Angeles Oity Board of Idueation is disseminating 
fragmentaryj it is also lacking in providing an effective 
willo . ■

While our country has the power to put into effect the 
desired national controlsj as has been point out it cannot 
extend these controls t© foreign countries» To provide a suf
ficient number of agents to reduce smuggling to an unimportant 
factor would add such a burden to our economy that a new prob
lem would be createdo At present our country is committed to 
international cooperation through the agency of the.United 
Sat ions«, Any lessening of of withdrawal from such cooperation 
would seriously lessen the effective implementation of the 
second and third components of the hypothesis which, has been 
advanceds i»e0.9 an effective will to control, and the power to 
put such controls into effect6

In view of the data presented in this paper, it is recom
mended that there be included in a ncarefully devised” educa
tional program full information on the necessity of a
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eontiming ami. intensified action in consort with other na
tions as the hest means for producing mutually beneficial 
emdSo

Mo de Bronckere, President of the conference which 
drafted the Geneva Convention of July 13, 1931 for the limit
ing of the manufacture and regulating the distribution of nar
cotic drugsj stated at that time t RIf a similar system could 
he established „„0 for far more dangerous drugs and far more 
murderous weapons, we men would have made a considerable ad
vance 0 n



APFE1DIX A

GLOSSARY OF ABDlGfS! ARGOT1

Ah ‘ AhoessAre yom holding? Hare you any narcoticsA Yen Craving for narcotics
lad Go Too small an amount for money paidBang An injectionBeat Feeling had, hreke, out of narcoticsBeat for the dongh To have a dealer run out with the moneyBeat the Gong Smoke opium
Bennies Benzedrine tabletsBindie A small amount of narcotics folded in 

paper or cellophane
Birdseye A very small amount of narcotics
Black (Staff) Opium
Blaster Marijuana smoker
Blast Party Get-together to smoke marijuana
Blow a shot To spill or lose a shot
Blow a stick To smoke jarijmama
Blow tea, hay, or jive To smoke marijuana
Bnpnie Marijuana - cigarette (half -smoked)
Business Hyp© equipment
Busted Arrested
Buzzing Trying to make a purchase
*»0» Cocaine --
Gan (of opium.) : Usually 3 1/2 or 6 2/3 ounces
Gan (of marijuana) Approximately 1 l/2 ouncesGap Capsule of one grain of narcotics
Garrie Hatiom Cocaine
Cecil Cocaine
Chalk • Cocaine ' *Chalked up Cocaine, addict .
Charley Cocaine
Chick A girl
Chippy ' A user, not addicted
Coconuts Cocaine
Coke Cocaine .

lo This glossary wasaompiled frem Youth and Harcoties 
(L©s Angeles; Police Department, 1952) and fr©m“W i e ' Partridge, A Dictiemary of the Underworld (Hew York: The Macmillan 0'©o>



Goked mp Cocaine addictGomeet To make a buyConnection A dealer in narcotics
Cook a pill Heat opimm for smoking
Gottorns ■ Hits of cotton satmrated .with narcotic
Croaker Boctor
Cube A cube of narcotics, about 3.grains
Beck A bindie or paper containing narcoticsiripper " Syringe or eye-dropper used for in*® jections
Fagan InformerFiend Morphine addict
Fine staff Good marijuanaFlak Informer •Fix ' ■ Injection
Frantic character Hervous, jittery, looking for marijuana
Frisky-powder Goeaine
Geed-mp Under inflmenee of narcotics
Gee-ray Strainer at base of opimm pipe
Geezer Small quantity of narcotics
George GoE0, All right (Hefs "George")
Get high Smoke marijuana
Go A deal
Gong Opimm pipe
Gong-beater Smoker of opium :
Good go A fair quantity received for payment
Goof"ball Barbiturates
Gowed-mp Gocaine addict
Grass Marijuana
Greta . &.rijuana ' -
Grief© ' Marijuana
Gmn Hypodermic syringe

HaM«t©“kaii<3. g© 
Hard staff Hardy 
HayHay-he ad.
Head 
Helen .
Hemp
Hep
He’s George High
Higher than a kite
Holding
Hoag Ten
Hooked
Hop J©imt

Heroin
Hellvery at time of payment
Heroin
Heroin
Barijnana
Earljmama mser
M d i e t
Heroin
Marl jmana'f© mnderstand ©nr problem
He can be trusted
Wnder inflmenee of hareOtios
Sell nnder the inflmenee of narcoties
fe have nareoties
(Bed Bill) Heroin
Addicted
Fla©e where opimm is smoked
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Bsppy. Addict -Herse HeroinHygel© Addict 'Hype Addict, usually one who injects drug
I8m flmsk I Have moneyI8m Hep 1 understandI8m hoiaimg I Have narcotics, cam make a dealI8m leekimg I wish to buyI8je way down 1 need marijuana
5"ail=plant Narcotics concealed on person to be 

used in jailJive Marijuana . '
Jive stieks Marijuana cigarettesJeiat A needle or syringeJoints Marijuana cigarettes
Jolt An injectionJoy pop An occasional injection
J&mk "• Narcotics
Jimker Addict
Junky Addict
Keist er-Plant Narcotics secreted in rectum
Kicking (tke habit) Trying to break the Habit
Kite ©me ounce of narcotics
Knocked in Arrested for marijuana
Lay down Place where opium is smoked
Lay on the Hip To smoke opium
Lay ©mt Needle, dropper, spoon, cotton, etc*
Lift the plant To remove narcotics froA Hiding
Loaded Under influence of narcoticsLooking I wish to buyLusher One preferring alcohol t© narcotics

Morphine
Main Line Main vein of arm
Mainlines Addict, injecting directly into vein
Make a meet . To meet a peddler \
Manicure To break-up marijuana for rolling 

into cigarettes
Mari Marijuana
Mary Morphine
Mary Ann Morphine
Moj©Miifl : . Morphine1 ̂1̂*1 Ifmtiiu.

Marijuana cigarettesMugglehead Marijuana smoker
Mule One who sells or transports for a 

regular peddler
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1'ee Sle Hyped eriale see dieITeedle=inan Addict
nQn Opimm
On tke beam Feeling fine
Outfit Weedie dropper, sp©©n9 eetten, ete0
Out ef this world Wnder the influence of narcotics
Fad TJser*s residencePen Ten Opium
Per Prescription
Piece One ounce of narcotic
Ping-= in-wing Injection
Plant Place where narcotics are concealed
Pleasure smoker One who smokes narcotics occasionally
Pop Am injection
Pot Marijuana
Pusher Peddler
Bare Inhalation of cocaine or heroinBat Informer
Reader Prescription
Reefers Marijuana cigarettes
ling the gong • To smoke opium
loach Marijuana cigarettes (butt)
Rough stuff Marijuana as it comes from the plant
Sam Low Third rate opium pipe residue
Score (ing) To make a purchase
Script Prescription
Short buy Purchase in small quantity
Shot An injection
Sick Withdrawal of narcotics
Snort Inhalation of cocaine or heroin
Snow Cocaine ' _
Speed ball Mixture of cocaine and morphine
Spike A hypodermic needle •
Spoon About 2 grams of heroin
Spot you To pay first, delivery later
Spread - Smoke opium
Square A non-user
Stack A quantity of marijuana cigarettes
Stash A cache of narcotics
Sticks x Marijuana cigarettes
Stoolie Informer
Stuff ' Hareotios
Suey • A liquid solution of opium pipe residue
Tar Opium .
Tea Marijuana
Tea-blower Marijuana smoker
Tea-head Marijuana addict or user
To plant To conceal



Tor eii mp 
T© tiae momth T® light a mrijmaaa eigarette 

f© swallow mardotie eTitem©©
Aidlet

Weed
Weed
White stuff
Yellow 
Yea
Yea Seek 
Yea ©m Yea Pock 
Yea She© 
Yesea

Marijuana 
T© admit©rat© '
Morphia©'
Barhitmrat© capsule
Gravimg for marcoties
instrument for cooking opium pill
Withdrawal of narcotics
Small cooked opium pill
Residue from inside opium pipe
Marijuana



APPENDIX 1

TITLED QOHPIMTIOH OF XJ0S, OPIUM$1

Pmfeli© 
law l®o

221 SOtk Congress 0 An Act to prohibit the Importation and 
.use ©f epitm for other than medio Inal purposes o 
ApproTedy February 9a

46 63d OengresSo An Aot to amend an A©t entitled "An
Act to prohibit the importation and mse of opium 
for other than medicinal purposes 5,** approved Febru
ary 9s> 19©fo Approved P Janmary 17$, 1914 o

47 Congress0 Ah Aot Regulating the manufacture of 
smoking opium within the United States, and for 
other purposeso Approved, January 17$, 1914o

223 &3d Congresso An Act to provide for the registration
of, with collectors of - internal revenue, and to 
impose a special tax upon all persons who produce, 
import, manufacture, compound, deal in, dispense, 
sell, distribute, or give away opium or coca leaves.

or preparations, and fortheir salts, derivatives, 
other purposeSo Approved, December 17, 1914= is the HarrisonVAeto)

An Act to amend the Act entitled "Am 
Act to prohibit the importation and use of opium 
for other than medicinal purposes,"approved 
ary 9, 19©9, as amended» Approved, May 2 6,

An Act to provide revenue, to•regulate • 
commerce with foreign countries, to encourage the 
industries of the United States, and for other pur= 
poseso (This Act specifically mentions opium*)

96 67th ©ongresso Joint lesolution req,mesting the Presi
dent to urg© upon the governments of certain na
tions the immediate necessity of limiting the

10 Compiled from Opium and Narcotic Laws 
Govt* Printing Office,
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law EF©<
productI©n of habit-foraing nareotie drugs and the• 
raw materials from whieh. they are made to the 
amount actually re%ulred for strictly medicinal 
and scientific purposes= Approved, March 2 „ 1923 0

20 68th Oongresso Joint Resolution authorizing an appro
priation for the participation of the United States 
in two international conferences for the control 
of the traffic in habit-forming narcotic drugs0 
Approveds May 159 1924o

274 68th Congresso An Act Prohibiting the importation of
crude opium for the purpose of manufacturing heroin, 

, Approveds June 7,
562 70th Oongresso fax oh narcotics« Approved9 Hay 29;

70th Congresso An Act to establish two United States 
narcotic farms for the confinement and treatment 
of persons addicted to the use of habit-forming 
narcotic drugs who have been convicted of offenses 
against the United States, and for other purposesc 
Approvedg January 19, 1929o

347 71st Oongresso An Act to create in the Treasury Depart
ment a Bureau of Earcotiea, and for other purposes® 
Approved, June 14, 19.3®»

502 ?lst Oongresso An Act Authorizing the Oommissioner of
Farcoties to pay for information concerning viola
tions of the narcotic laws of the United States ®

! Approved, July 3, 193©<>
361 71st Oongresso An Act to provide revenue, to regulate

commerce with foreign countries, to encourage the 
industries of the United States, to protect Ameri
can labor, and for other purposes® Approved,

• June 17, 1.93©, at 12®59 poa0 (This Act specifically 
mentions narcotics ®)

683 7 1st Congresso An Act to provide for the deportation
of aliens convicted and sentenced for violation of 
any law regulating traffic in narcotics®
Approved, February 18, 1931°

74th Congresso An Act to provide revenue, equalize 
taxation, and for other purposes® See* 8 0 6, 
Registration under the Marcotie Laws® Approved,
June 22,.19360
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law No,
75"bk ©engrosso An Aot to Impose an ocompatlonal 

: exeise tax mpoB eertain dealers in aariMana s to 
impose a transfer tax mpon eertain dealings in 
marihmama, and to safeguard the reTenne therefrom 
hy registry and reeerdimgo Approved, Amgmst 2,

(This is the Mar ihuana Tax Aet0)
75th Congress0 An Act to imerease the pmnishaemt of 

see©nds third, and subsequent offenders against 
the narcotie lawso Approved, August. 12, 1937 =

75th Congresso An Act to regulate the manufaetmring, 
dispensing, selling, and possession of narcotic 
drugs in the District of Columbia0 Approved,
June 2 0 , 193#o

357 76th Congress 0 An Act to provide for the seizure and 
forfeiture of vessels, vehicles, and aircraft 
used to transport narcotic drugs, firearms, and 
counterfeit coins, obligations, securities, and 
paraphernalia, and for other purposes0 
Approved, August 9 s, 1939=

797 7?th Congress0 An Act to discharge more effectively 
the obligations of the United States under cer
tain treaties relating to the manufacture and 
distribution of narcotic drugs, by providing for 
domestic control of the production and distribu
tion of the opium poppy and its products, and 
for other purposes0 Approved, December 11, 1942 =

4©© 7Sth 0eagress» Joint Resolution requesting the Presi
dent to urge upon the governments of those coun
tries where the cultivation of the poppy plant 
exists, the necessity of immediately limiting the 
production of opium to the amount required for 
strictly medicinal and scientific purposes,

1.
414 7Sth ©engrosso An Act to amend the Internal Revenue 

©ode, the Narcotic Drugs Import and Export Act, 
as amended, and the Tariff Act of 193© ? as 
amended, to classify a new synthetic drag, and 
for other purposes0 Approved, July 1 , 1944=

79th ©omgresso An Act to provide for the coverage 
of certain drugs under the Federal narcotic laws, 

March 8 , 1946=
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Bmblie ; .
law Hop.

81st Congress0 An .Act to amend section 3224(t) 
of the Internal Revenue Code s relating to the 
transportation of narcotie drugs =
Approved September 21s 1950o

255 82d Congresso An A@t to amend the penalty pro
visions applicable to persons convicted of 
violating certain narcotic laws, and for other
purposeso Approved, November 2, 1951
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